


The FACTS about WELDED oie es 

No. 1 
of a series 
presenting the deci- 

sive advantages of 
WELDED PIPING. 
The entire series in 
booklet form will be 
sent to any Architect 
or Engineer on 
request. 

AIRCO stands ready to asaist 
Architects and Engineers with 
information and data on 
WELDED PIPING, and with ex- 
perienced engineering coopera- 
tion on specific installation 
problems. 

DISTRICT OFFICES: 
Baltimore Louisville 
Bettendorf, Ia. Milwaukee 
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Boston New Orleans 
Buffalo Oklahoma City 
Charlotte Philadelphia 
Chicago Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati Portland, Ore. 
Cleveland Richmond 
Dayton San Francisco 
Detroit Seattle 
Jersey City Shreveport, La. 

Kansas City, Mo. St. Louis 
Los Angeles Wheeling 

Represented in TEXAS by 
MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS 

PRODUCTS Co. 
Houston Beaumont Wichita Falls 
El Paso Ft. Worth and San Antonio 

Represented in CANADA by 
RAILWAY & ENGINEERING 

SPECIALTIES, LTD. 
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg 
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HE use of welding for installing piping in build- 

ings is no longer on trial. It has now been 

employed to an extent which definitely and indis- 

putably establishes universal acceptance. 

Statistics, which have been compiled of welded piping 

installations in the United States today, include 

virtually every industry and every type and size of 

building. And the rate at which installations are in- 

creasing, indicates convincingly that within a few 

years, welded piping for all buildings, large and small, 

will be standard practice. 

It may be safely predicted that this is inevitable— 

now that comprehensive experience has proved that 
the overwhelming advantages claimed for welded 

piping, are actual facts. 

It is the purpose of this series to present these advan- 

tages and to make clear that they hold true for piping 
in residences and other small and medium-sized 

buildings, as well as for the larger commercial, 

institutional and public edifices. 
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Arr REDUCTION SALES Co. 
General Offices: 60 East 42nd Street 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

« A Nation-wide Welding Supply Service ” 
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ENDURO has been used for decorative effect 

on many of the country’s finest buildings. One 

of the latest additions to the list of ENDURO instal- 

lations is the beautiful Warner Brothers Theatre 

Building, Nashville, Tennessee, where stainless steel 

was used for mullions, kick plates on entrance doors, 

and the trim on the store windows. 

The silvery white lustre of ENDURO opens to the 

designer an entirely new field of decorative possibili- 

ties. There is hardly a place where it cannot be used 

CENTRAL ALLOY DIVISION 

Seam ee 

UU tc ENDURO © 

ENDURO 
REPUBLICS PERFECTED 
IPN esS Evade 

Licensed knder Chemical 
Foundation Patents Nos. 

1316817 and 1339378. 

WARNER BROTHERS THEATRI 

BUILDING « NASHVILLE, TENN 

Marr & Holman. Nashville, Architects 
G. A. Zimmerman, New York 

General Contractor 

to advantage—casements, furniture, doors, elevator 

enclosures, grilles, lighting fixtures, marquees, mould- 

ings, mullions, stair railings, spandrels, etc. 

The beauty of ENDURO is not for today but for 

all time. Because of its resistance to corrosion, the 

atmosphere has no effect upon it. Because it is made 

in many forms, it is adaptable to practically every use. 

The story of ENDURO is told in Sweet’s Architec- 

tural Catalogues, 1933 Edition. If you do not have a 

copy handy, send for catalog 217. 

MASSILLON, OHIO 

=a 
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“JUST 

WHY IS IT 

BETTER?” 

There’s 51 Years Air-Handling Experience 

Back of THE Sirocco Air Conditioner 
Series “O” for Business— Series “R’”’ for Homes— 

For cooling and heating restaurants, shops, hospitals, For controlling the temperature, humidity, motion 

offices, etc., connected to hot water boiler for heat in and cleanliness of air within the home. Connected 

winter — uses ice cooled or refrigerated water for to hot water boiler for heat in winter—uses 

summer cooling. Equipped tap, ice cooled or refriger- 

with a three speed switch, ated water for summer cool- 

high, medium and low ing. Equipped with a Sirocco 

speed — heat automatically electrical control for regu- 

controlled by means of a lation of temperature and 

thermostat. i humidity. 

AMERICAN BLOWER CORPORATION, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

CANADIAN SIROCCO CO., LIMITED, WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Bulletin No. 1127 

AMERICAN BLOWER CORPORATION, 6000 Russell St., Detroit, Mich 

tag (ey ak Saaesaaae: 
a Name 

VENTILATING, HEATING AIR CONDITIONING DRYING MECHANICAL DRAFT 

Er ae mar Fo ee DA en Address 

City __ 
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THE ARCHITECT’ S 

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS. 

George Ramsay and Harold Reeve S 

lished by John Wiley & Son 
Price $6. 

If we were to analyze the way in which a 
is designed, we would find that a lar 

building 

ge percentage ~ 

of the detailing 1s memory of common practice 

compilation of details There has been no single 

showing standard and approved construction that 

could be used by the architect and draftsman as 

letailing guide. 

Architectural Graphic Standards is a compila 

tion of working drawings which will serve this 

purpose. It gives the dimensioned sizes of build 

ing materials of all kinds and indicates the wav in 
] which good construction can be translated into 

working drawings. Masonry, wood framing, flash 

ing, wiring, hardware, bathroom accessories, plan 

ning of special game rooms, swimming pools, seat 

heating, and a ing, road constructi nm, stairway Ss 

hundred other items are illustrated as scale draw 

ings with the standard method for their indication. 

The book also contains a complete listing of 
dimensions which should be followed by specifica 
tion writers and 

sizes and other building parts 

detailers—for equipment, room 
Herein is the true 

basis for design since the dimensions of the re- 

quired parts of a building and equipment constitute 
the elements that compose the building itself. 

No architectural book of recent vears has ap 

proached this volume in usefulness to the architect. 

Students in schools of architecture should add this 

book to the head of a list for their working library 
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ELECTRIC WIRING FOR LIGHTING AND POWER INSTAL 
LATIONS. 8, ~ Wi} So 

NA] 
Vew 

Numerous chang 

Nation al 

rewriting 

Ileetric 

DC and AC svstems 

the discussions of 

which appeared formerly 

ot circuits has been add 

jects covered—electric svstems, electric 

power systems, and interior wiring for the supplv 

of these svstems—are substantially the same as in 

the earler editions 

This book is intended primarily as a guide 

electrical workers, but should be useful for archi 

tects when planning electrical installations. Nu 

erous working tables are included. 

re ET ARTS CECORATIS, 
je M 

Le “Gout du Moyen Age en Resi au xviii® Siécle, 

L'Art Décoratif au Temps du Romantisme, « 

In the years after 1650 the word “romantic” first 

appears in English and with a distinctly deprecatory 

meaning, although as applied to scenery and ob 
jects of the past it might have had as well a cer 

fashioned” 

Evelyn's 
tain sort of commendation—as “old 
today. Thus started in its path with 
description of “a very romantic” country-seat on 

The Architectural Record, March, 19 



the side of a “horrid Alp” near Bristol, the term 

made more and more fortune and in the eighteenth 

century passed into German and French to become 

in 1830 a literary and artistic battle cry. Today, 

except in literature, in music and in the painting 

if Gericault and Delacroix, Romanticism 1s all but 

forgotten and its movements denigrated 

Indeed in the arts, especially im architecture, 

Romanticism was largely a history of disintegra 

tion and to look on the architecture of the mid 

hteenth century and then on that a hundred 

years later is almost to discourage one from plough 

ing through the period between. But to a century 

tor the romantic movement in the arts begins 

orth after 1750, although it is largely obscured 

or over half a century by the great strength of 

Baroque tradition—the visual arts were of little 

ortance except as in the case of engraving 

re they served literary ends or because as 1n 

wholly 

\rchitec 

re vhich had been With musi itself then 

e case of gardens where they served 

new art dependent on a literary theory 

hitectonz perhaps the most characteristi CX 

ession of the age before, was in that special 

of Romanticism with which the books hers 

eviewed deal, quite the least important of the arts 

ulmired solely when it was venerable 

Ridiculous as must appear to our sounder arcl 

teology Strawberry Hill or Percier and lontaine’s 

ese twe supplementary books of 

inson and Schommer display how widespread and 

important was the medievalist side of Roman 

isn While in architecture the men of the day 

built chietly ruins intended to lend a poetic antiq 

their Rousseauistic parks, this passion for 

the flimsy, this attempt at the reconstitution of a 

tle known past had a completely disintegrative 
‘ fect on the strong tradition to which even. th 

reme Classicists were forced to make some con 

cessions. The Romantic period is a sad one for 
e student since historical and artistic importance 

» not at all together. Mr. Lanson’s book, which 

distinctly the more important and valuable of 

he two, illustrates that the process had been going 

eradually for some seventy-five years 

Henrv-Russell Hitchcock, Ir 

AESTHETIC JUDGMENT. 8, WV. Ff ty of 

Che author does not attempt any special contrt- 

ution to aesthetic theory. His intention is a 
vstematic survey of the field for use as a textbook 
vy college students 

\n architectural work must define itself to the 

irpose it serves and the material it employs; but 
ince it is a spatial structure, it serves as clearly 

sa type for beautiful expressiveness as the human 
ly. The ugliest building in the world may serve 

keep off rain, and that is a function. As ex- 
ressing that function, which it cannot altogether 

oid doing, it is potentially beautiful. For “the 

‘hnique of architecture is not of surface design 
lv, but of building. A sculptured group of fig- 
es must be supported and balanced physically 
as not to collapse, but its physical stability is a 

Architectural Record, March, 1933 

subsidiary requirement.” In architecture, how- 

ever, physical structure is integral. Further, 

though it lacks the temporal rhythm of music and 

the depth of poetry, architecture may be said to 

be the completest expression in art of man’s whole 

life, and may be assumed to have the firmest hold 

on his nature 

Arthur W. Colto1 

EAST HEREFORDSHIRE. British Commission on H 

torical Monuments, London, 1932. $6.80. 

The British Commission on Historical Monuments 

has carried on a systematic investigation of thi 

ancient monuments of England. Ancient and his 

toric buildings have been studied and are being 

recorded in a series of valuable publications. Th: 
latest volume is on [ast Heretordshire. 

Herefordshire is rich in prehistoric earth-works, 
] ] 

and also in mediaeval secular buildings and e) 
1 amples of sixteenth and seventeenth century 

domestic architecture. Many old timber-framed 

houses of the fourteenth or fifteenth century ar 

scattered through the county. \mong the finest 

parisl churches ot Fast Herefordshire are those 

of Much Marcle (thirteenth century) with its fin 

effigies, Bromyard and Marden Phe district cor 

tains several fine twelfth-century fonts particularly 
that at Castle Frome, and also a fairly large pro 

portion of mediaeval bells. The volume ts ih 

trated with scores of photographs of old cottage- 

and houses, churches, doorways, etfgies fonts, 

architectural details, furniture, ete., which make 

revelation of the antiquarian riches which part 

of a single English county is capable of providing 

JOSE CLEMENTE OROZCO. Introduction | Alma 

Reed. Delpt Studi 9 East 5/tt Street, f 

rk City. $5. 

\ selection of the works of the Mexican paintet 
from the beginning of his formal training in 1909 

to the present day The illustrations include 

Pomona College. 

California; New School for Social 
Research, New York City; Dartmouth College, 
Hanover, New Hampshire. The book is distin 

Irescoes painted Be this country : 

Claremont. 

guished for the fine quality of the printed repro 
ductions 

From OROZCO 
New York Subway 

Charcoal Drawing, 1929, by José Clemente Orozco 



Vlow — 
AFTER EXHAUSTIVE TESTS 

MAKERS OF ASPHALT SHINGLES 

AND PREPARED ROOFINGS ARE 

ADOPTING SOLKA 

Tough, Flexible, Interlocked Cellulose 

Fibres Give Asphalt Roofings Strength 

and Durability Heretofore Unknown. 

JHERE is the biggest roofing news in years. 

It comes after many long and costly 
years of development. It is vital to dealers, 

architects, contractors, realtors, roofers and 

the public. 

This is the story of SOLKA. It is an an- 

nouncement of a new and superior material 

now employed as a Base for Asphalt Shingles 

and Prepared Roofings—giving them greater 

strength, more flexibility and longer life. 

This revolutionary improvement sets new 

standards of roofing quality. It enables you 

to give the public more roofing value per 

dollar than ever before. 

There is a big story behind SOLKA. Too 

big to tell here. But here are the features, tele- 

graphically stated. 
The public is going to look to the name 

1. LONGER LIFE 
SOLKA Base Roofings are more 

2. MORE FLEXIBILITY 
SOLKA Base Roofings are extremely 

flexible. They mold easily around 

angles and corners without breaking. 

3. TIGHTER NAIL GRIP 
SOLKA Base Roofings tightly hug the 

durable because they contain a higher nails. Their extra grip offers greater 

percentage of life-sustaining Asphalt. protection against wind and storm. 

SOLKA HAS VARIED USES IN INDUSTRY. MANY OF THE SHOES YOU BUY THE CLOTHING YOU 

14 The Architectural Record, March, 1933 



4. GREATER STRENGTH nee fui . nified section of 
SOLKA Felted 
Fibres used in As- 

Because stress is widely distributed, they are very difh- phalt Roofings. Solka 
} 4 : base meets the spectfica- 

tions of the Board of Un- 
derwriters, Inc. 

SOLKA Base Roofings aie extremely tough and strong. 

cult to tear. 

SOLKA asa guarantee of super-quality, for with covered and perfected. See samples of SOLKA 

all these remarkable sales-compelling features, Base Asphalt Shingles and Prepared Roofings. 

SOLKA Base Roofings only sell at a slight price Test them yourself. It will convince you that super 

premium. SOLKA is fully protected by patents. quality roofs can be obtained by writing in your 

Its use is licensed only by Brown Co., of Port- specifications ‘‘Solka Base.’ The 

land, Maine, in whose laboratories it was dis- samples are free for testing. 
ompan 

SOLKA BASE ROOFINGS ARE MADE AND SOLD S O L KA 

BY THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS: 9 O9448 oh SSS--———--—--------------- 7 

ready these manufacturers make and sell SOLKA Base BROWN COMPANY, , | 
> ine 

oofings. Others will be added to this list from time to time. | Portland, Maine. | 

| Please send me free samples of SOLKA | 

Certain-Teed Products Corporation | Base Asphalt Shingles and Prepared Roof- | 

The Philip Carey Company | ings. Also descriptive literature. | 

The Ruberoid Co. . 

McHenry-Millhouse Mfg. Co. Name 
The Weaver-Wall Company | | 

Address 
| | 
mae a ee et — 

WEAR AND THE FURNISHINGS OF YOUR HOME ARE BETTER PRODUCTS BECAUSE OF SOLKA, 

Architectural Record, March, 1933 15 



ARCHITECTS 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Harley and Harold S. Ellington announce Alvin I 

the formation of the firm of Harley and Ellington, 

Inec., architects and engineers, 1507 Stroh B 

Detroit, Mich., 

tecture and engineering 

for the general practice 

fhe Department of Architecture of Armour I) 

of Technology, in preparing a permanent 

collection of building materials for use in the stud\ 

of construction, will appreciate receiving f1 

manufacturers samples of their standard products 

+h samples should not exceed twelve inches 

dimension and should be properly labeled wit 

information as to the materials, gauge, et 

should be ldressed to the Department 
1 } tecture, Chicago Art Institute, Michig ~ 

\dams Streets, Chicag 

IX. Martin Westerberg, architect, of 16 Nor 

Malarstrand, Stockholm, Sweden, desires connec 

tion with large architectural tirm or architect ot 

standing. Mr. Westerberg, who is consultant 

the Roval Building Department of Sweden, was 

awarded honorable mention for his Stockholi 

House project at the Olympic Exhi 

\ng | . ALTO! la, 111 

Community 

bition of ‘t held in Los 
1932 

Joseph R. Fallon and | Mills of Fal 

innounce the open 

National 

Mills, architects and engineers, 

ing of their office at 309 First Bank 

Building, Richmond, Indiana 

William Gehron and Sidney F. Ross announce that 

the partnership of Gehron and Ross will continu 

for the completion of work already contracted for, 

but from and after October 28, 1932, all new bus: 

ness contracted for by William Gehron and Sidney 

F. Ross individually will be for their respective 
Che office of Wilham Gehron 

; 
will continue in his own name and at the same 

address, 101 Park Avenue, New York City 

individual accounts 

FURNITURE COMPETITION 

The American Walnut Manutacturers Association 

announces a competition for the design of modern 
| furniture with prizes awarded as follows 

Bedroom suite—First Prize—S$500 

Dining Room Suite—First Prize—S$400 

Bedroom Suite—Second Prize—S$200 
| ] 

I It is intended that prize-winning designs will be 

manufactured and on display at the Chicago Ex 

position in June, 1933. 

Information can be obtained by writing the 

\merican \Valnut Manufacturers Association, 616 

South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 

CALENDAR OF EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS 

COMPETITION 

\ competition, open to all architects and to met 

or women who have been members of a recognized 

irchitect’s organization at any time since Marcel 

1, 1932, is sponsored by the Scovill Manutactut 

Class | Cash Problem, An es 

say, not to exceed 1,500 words. on modernizing 

Ing Company 

levard $100 

an apartment house, hotel, office building, res! 

dence, or any building involving plumbing spec: 

fications. In the introduction state briefly: /irst 
] the value of modernization to the architect a1 

to the building owner. Second, the importance ot 

plumbing modernization as an integral part of 

such projects. Third, your opinion as to the most 

Important points in specifying plumbing equipment 

Class Bh: Cash 

not to exceed 1,500 words, following the same 

Award $75; Problem, an essa 

ditions outlined in the Class A problem. 

1933. 

tion may be obtained by writing to Scovill Manu 

[his competition closes June 1, Informa 

facturing Company, Plumbers’ Brass Goods Div 
sion, Waterville. Connecticut 

Architectural Record, March, 



70.000 FEET 
of STEELTUBES tx 

All the electrical circuits in the new Denver 

University Library are protected by Steeltubes 

Threadless Rigid Conduit. This installation 

represents 20,000 feet of the more than 35 

million feet of Steeltubes placed in service 

since the introduction of this modern, econom- 

ical conduit. 

To the architect faced with the task of de- 

signing buildings to fit into present-day econ- 

omy plans, Steeltubes is an opportunity to 

stretch the building owner’s dollar without 

any compromise of quality. 

Lighter in weight than old-style rigid con- 

duit, yet because it is not threaded, it affords 

Architectural Record, March, 1933 

this Modern Library 
adequte protection. Easy to handle. Easy to 

bend. Quickly installed—3 simple fittings do 

the trick—with lower installation cost. Ap- 

proved by the National Electrical Code—and 

for Government work. 

You can specify Steeltubes for all open and 

concealed work (except in cinder fill) in any 

standard size from *¢ to 2-inch. More than 240 

electrical supply houses carry it in stock, and 

contractors everywhere are glad to use it. 

Write for detailed descriptive literature. 

ELECTRICAL DIVISION 

STEEL AND TUBES, INCORPORATED 

CLEVELAND » » « « OHIO 
A UNIT OF REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION 

DENVER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

DENVER, COLO. 

irchitect—Harry J. Manning, Denver 

Gen. Cont. —A. Danielson & Son, Denver 

Elec. Cont. Queen City Elec. Co., Denver 

Over 20.000 feet of Steeltubes, 2 to 2" in- 
clusive, used. 

Graybar Flec. Co., Denver, furnished the 
material. 



APRIL ISSUE 

A Radio Broadcasting Studio in Philadelphia. An outstanding 
treatment of broadcasting studio interiors, designed by 
Robert Heller, New York City. 

Two bank buildings, one remodeled, the other a new struc- 
ture, are illustrated and discussed. 

The first of a series of articles on Materials of Construction 
will appear in April. New developments in woods, wood 
products and fabrics will start the series which we consider 
to be of much value to architects and draftsmen. 

New Construction Methods for Low-Cost Housing will be the 
subject of an article recording progress in new systems of 
construction applicable to the low-cost house. 

The Port Authority Commerce Building (Inland Terminal), 
New York City— Abbott, Merkt and Company, architects 
and engineers. 

Office Interiors of L. C. Chase and Company, New York City, 
by Eleanor Le Maire, interior architect. 

PUBLISHER'S PAGE 

THIS ISSUE 

The March issue of The Architectural Record, 
usually devoted exclusively to apartments, has 
been broadened in scope to cover the wider 
field of HOUSING. This issue contains the first 
complete report on the active housing under- 
takings throughout the United States. Another 
feature, published exclusively in The Record, is 
the illustration of the prize-winning designs in 
the latest Better Homes in America Compe- 
tition. 

President Hoover presenting the gold medal 
award, Better Homes in America Competition 
to Royal Barry Wills, architect. The complete 
illustrations of the prize-winning designs are in 
this issue. 

The Architectural Record, March, 193 



NIGHT SCENES OF NEW YORK 

BY SAMUEL H. GOTTSCHO 

FORTY-SECOND STREET 

SEEN AT BUSSE 
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PROGRESS IN HOUSING 
A SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES BY ARCHITECTS AND ASSOCIATIONS 

Relief and Construction Act of 
-H ) 

he I mcrvency 

32 brought to the architect a unique opportunity 

sponsor projects of a community character 

ow-cost housing projects and slum clearance are 

as suited to Federal aid. The 

\rchitects prepared 

ral distribution a document called 

woked on with favor 

hnerican Institute Ot fol 

‘Principles 
1 ] 

embodied Vhich It Is Recommended Should Be 

a State Housing Law. Vhis has awakened 

cal interest in the study of housing conditions 

nd slum clearance possibilities. “For a long time,” 

ud Robert ID. Kohn, “the isolated house designed 

in individual owner solely was considered by 

he irchitect as his field But todav it 1s not the 

use but housing which is the opportunity of the 

rchitect.”’ 
1 
| Since the passage of the liem«e rvency Relief and 

+ 
t 

onstruction Act of 1932 architectural societies 

nd Chapters of the Institute have sponsored State 

using acts necessary to make possible an R. F. ¢ 
iT) 

Much of the activity among architects has been 

the direction of surveys, involving real and ex 

nded eftort. Information has been sought as to 

eeds for housing, office space, public buildings, 

rks, recreation and schools 

he summary follows: 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Executive Committee of the Allied Architects 

Pittsburgh, 

nley LL. Roush, and Raymond M. Marlier, ad 

e that their organization is making housing 

lies, partly at the request of the Pittsburgh 

\ssociation (John Ihlder, Director) and 

Frederick Bigger. consisting of 

using 

tly on their own initiative. Twenty-three local 
hitects are cooperating in the organization, about 

of whom this far are actually active. The 
itectural group and the Director of the Hous 

\ssociation are committed to making no dis 

ures as to the number or location of the sites 

¢ studied—at least until these studies have 

carried to the point of ascertaining reason 

practicability. The studies are directed first 

etermining the possibilities of building group 

lings of the single-family party-wall type or 
lex type; the multiple dwelling type being re 

| until it shall have been demonstrated { 
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vhether the first groups are practicable. The sev 

eral project subcommittees have been directed to 

complete their first reports about March 1. 
\leantime, there are now being reintroduced into 

the Pennsylvania Legislature two Housing Bills 

similar to those which failed of passage at last 
summer's second special session, and a new third 

bill. The first bill provides for a State admin 
istrative board; the second for limited dividend 
companies, with the exercise of eminent doman 

granted therein; and the third and new bill, ay 

plicable throughout the State except within Phila 
delphia (which has no zoning ordinance), would 
permit demolition of slum areas, and new building 

in the cleared areas of a suitable type, conforming 

te the needs of the community and the provisions 

of the city plan (if any) but not necessarily re 
stricted to housing at all, or to the housing of low 

income groups. 

Boston, Massachusetts 

The Emergency Planning and Research Bureau, 

Inc., sponsored jointly by the Boston Society of 
Architects and the 

Boston, Ine., 

engineering Societies of 

has assembled basic data on popula 
tion density in the inner and outer districts of 

Boston. A table has been developed to show what 

density of population, in families per net acre, 1s 
required for a given average cost of lot and given 

This study 
has been conducted under the direction of William 

cost per square foot of developed land. 

Stanley Parker. 

Providence, Rhode Island 

\ general inventory of Providence, Rhode Island, 

is being made under the guidance of Frederick L. 

This general survey is seek 

they ar¢ 

(Ackerman, architect. 

ing to discover how people live, how 

housed and occupied. Tabulations have been made 

of available rooms in dwellings and as office space, 
their condition and rental valuation. Detailed cal- 

culations are under way to determine the capacity 
of the zoning envelope. If the envelope were filled, 
what would be the increase in dwellers and 

we rkers ? 

This survey is being carried forward by unem 
architects, 

statisticians. 

draftsmen, engineers, and ple \ ed 
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New Haven, Connecticut 

Mr. George Hl. Gray of New Haven has sponsored 
an A. I. A. Chapter resolution indorsing an en 
abling act providing for slum clearance and hous 

ing in the State of Connecticut, under the condi- 

tions of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 

New York City 

\nalysis of building supply and demand in New 
York City has been conducted in the past by vari 
ous agencies for ditferent purposes. The oldest ot 

these agencies, The Tenement House Department, 

has kept a record of multiple family dwellings on 
hand, new buildings erected together with demoli 

tions, since its inception in 1901; and a record of 
apartment house vacancies since 1920. In 1924 

the Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, 

was organized and has since published a complete 

report covering the Metropolitan area. The report 

shows the number, use, and heights of New York 

buildings and makes recommendations as to future 

planning for that area. 
More recently the New York Building Congress 

has appointed a Committee on Land Utilization, 
composed of architects and economists, who will 

study and amplify where necessary, the studies al 
ready made and relate them to economic and popu 
lation trends Numerous districts have been 
thoroughly studied. In the first report of this 

Committee the following immediate program was 

recommended to the Executive Board of the Build 

mg Congress: 

(1) \ continuous real property inventory such 

as has been established in Cleveland, Ohio 

(2) A zoning study which will review the 

present zoning laws and including the development 

of zoning principles shaped to present and future 

economic factors. 

(3) An economic analysis of small areas with 
detailed economic data for practical neighborhood 

development. 

(4) A review of proposed planning projects so 

that such plans may be fitted to a coordinated 
scheme for the entire metropolitan area. 

Detroit, Michigan 

\ city planning survey of Detroit has been made 
by Kk. Lonberg-Holm, Otto Senn and S. Washi- 
zuka for the International Congress for New 

Building to be held in Moscow in June, 1933. 
\merican delegates to the Congress are Richard 

Neutra of Los \ngeles and kh. lLonberg Holm of 

New York ( ity. 

Purpose of Survey: Yo study the laws which 
rovern growth and structure of cities in order to 

ormulate constructive recommendations. The 
survey deals with the primary functions of cities: 

shelter, work, recreation and transportation. Sur- 
eys of typical cities (industrial, trade, administra- 
ive, etc.) are being prepared in comparable form 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

for analysis of relations between functional factors 
and city plan. 

Scope of Survey: Growth and distribution of 
population. Growth and distribution of industries. 
Relations between residential and industrial dis- 
tricts. Recreational facilities. ‘Transportation 

facilities. Relations to region. Historic evolution. 

Real estate ownership. Incomes. .\dmunistration. 
Obstructions to free and planned development. 
Suggestions for improvements. Trends:  centrali- 

zation, decentralization, social and economic trends. 

Health, death rates, birth rates, ete 

Data have been compiled with the assistance of 

federal, state and city administration boards and 
commissions, real estate boards, Chamber of Com- 

merce, newspapers, public utilities, and through 

held work. 

Similar surveys of Los Angeles, Boston and 

Baltimore are heing prepared by the U.. S. A. 

yroups of the ( ongress 
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CLEVELAND HOUSING STUDIES 
By WALTER R. McCORNACK, Architect 

M r. Abram Garfield, Chairman of the City Plan 

Commission of Cleveland, called attention in 1928 

to the problem of blighted areas in a paper read 
before the Ohio State Planning Conference. The 

paper received wide recognition as a challenge to 

all cities to give attention to the rapidly decaying 

areas surrounding their downtown business sec 

tions. In October, 1930, a letter was addressed 
to the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce by a group 
of Cleveland banks, calling attention to the blighted 

areas of Cleveland and suggesting that a study be 
made of conditions in these areas with the object 

in view of finding a way to eliminate them. The 
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce in October of 
the same year appointed a committee to pursue 
such a study. This article is an outline of some 
of the work of the committee. 

First, it was necessary to determine the blighted 

areas geographically. This was done partly by 
natural boundary lines, such as the river, railway 
lines and principal streets, and partly by national 
ities and by economic conditions reflected in rent 

and income. 
The study revealed seven major blighted areas. 

These contain the lowest economic groups, with 

a median rental of $25 a month, and cover 22 of 
the 71 square miles of the city. Chart No. 1 in 

] t 
dicates these areas, which are, for the most part, 

in the center of the city. The seven areas contatt 

population of 321,000, in about 75,000 families, 
or approximately one-third of the population ot 

the citv. 

Having determined the major blighted areas the 

next step was to discover all the facts possible re 

garding the people living there. Certain basi 

facts are necessary in order to state the problem 

Ina broad way Fortunately the 1930 census, as 

Howard Whipple 

(sreen, provi led most of the data necessary to get 

conducted in Cleveland — by 

a picture of the entire blighted area problem, and 

the chart on page 152 gives a great amount of in 

formation in detail. 

It is shown that these seven blighted areas have 

a net population per acre of only 42.4 persons, 
which indicates that there is no overcrowding, so 

far as density is concerned, and this points to the 

fact that the same number of people could be 
housed on much less land by modern housing 

methods. Only 28 per cent of the homes in these 

seven areas are owned, and in area (3) only 9 

per cent are owned. In the seven areas, only 10 

per cent of the population are native white of 
native parentage, 51 per cent are foreign born, 18 
per cent are native white of foreign or mixed 
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parentage, and 2] per cent are negro In areas 

(3) and (4) the negro population is 66 and 67 

per cent respectively of the total population in 

hese areas, 

tamily is 4.2 Chere are 16,026 familes with two 

The average number of persons pet 

members; 13,283, with three members; 12,039, 

with four members; and 8,901, with five members 

There has also been assembled a large amount 

of information regarding crime, health conditions, 

delinquency among children, charity cases, ete 

here; that slums which need not be summarized 

are breeding places of crime, disease and poverty 

is well known. The problem is to rid ourselves of 
slums 

How have these blighted areas grown? There 

has been no rebuilding. The areas have been al 

lowed to deteriorate for various reasons, such as 

the inroads of industry, the changing of popula 

ion, and other well-known causes of blight. With 
light came the reduction of value, the lowering 
} income to the city from taxes, and when the 

light spread over as wide an area as the Cleveland 
tudies show, the condition became serious from 

he standpoint of the city. While we may never 

ee the disappearing city of Frank Lloyd Wright, 
ve are facing disaster unless some action is taken 

rebuild blighted areas and make them once 

ore revenue producing. 
These areas are being emptied of population. 

ur studies show that 51 per cent of the popula- 
on of the seven slum areas is foreign born. 

luch of our city growth in the past has been 

HE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

through imnugration, and immigration has been 

practically suspended, due to regulation and other 
causes. The factories are moving out of the 

blighted areas, and the workers are going with 

them. The better classes are moving away to less 
blighted areas. Birth control is having an influ- 

ence, sO We May expect our cities to decrease in 

total population, and the blighted areas will show 
a more marked decrease than the city as a whole 
When the population decreases there will be no 
need for as many stores, and since industry seems 
inclined to move out of these areas we are faced 

with the problem of what to do with them. 
Rebuilding them seems to be the only way out, 

for our cities cannot exist without taxes, and taxes 
cannot be ievied where there is no value. 

By using modern housing methods double the 
number of people can be put on any given site, 
which means that one half of all the area used will 
be available for parks and recreation, and it 1s 
probable that this area for parks and recreation 

can be bought and maintained by the city from the 
increase in income from taxes from the improved 
property. Chart No. 2 shows an area planned for 
modern housing with recreation spaces. 

Before any great rebuilding program is put be- 
fore a city there are fundamental principles to be 

worked out. One is, of course, a definite city plan, 
which should be in charge of a city or metropolitan 
planning commission with power. This should 
include the control of the layout of all streets and 
boulevards, transportation facilities, public utility 
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THE SEVEN MAJOR BLIGHTED AREAS IN CLEVELAND 
Comparison of Each with Cleveland Proper and with the Total for Cleveland, Lakewood, Cleveland Heights, E. Cleveland, Shaker Heights 

POPULATION - TOTAL 
UWDER 15 TEARS 

SCHOOL AGES ~ 5S TO 17 YRARS 
SINGLE - 15 YEARS AND OVER 

SINGLE MALES PER 100 SINGLE FAMILIES, 
15 YEARS AND OVER 

GROSS AREA IP ACRES 
WET AREA IN ACRES 
DENSITY PER GROSS ACRE 
DEWSITY PER WET ACRE 
WOMBER OF FAMILIES 
POPULATION IN FAMILIES 
PERSONS PER FAMILY 
GWWED Hawes 
RENTED HOMES 
SQUIVALEIT MONTHLY RENTAL 
PAMILIES HAVINO & RADIO SET 

ee 
21,665 
32,239) 
34,122 > 
18,615) 
12,237) 
26,1511 

159,415 

MALES, 15 YEARS AND OVER 
SIWGLE 
MARRIED 
OTHER ’ 

FRMLES, 15 YEARS AND OVER 102,631 
SINGLE 26,991 
MARRIED . 62,371 
OTHER 

TLLITEXATES, 10 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER 
WUMBER PER 100 PANILIES 

TOTAL GAINFUL WORKERS, 10 YEARS AND OVER 5 108 58 62 6 ’ 29 471,733 
ad 7 , 30,293 

rm@Mlr . 5 ’ 33,223 205 17,440 
JOBLESS AND PERCENT OF GAINFUL WORKERS 

APRIL 1930 20,14) 
dAMUART 1931 ’ ‘ 47,718 

TOTAL FAMILIES 5,408 f "528 i 5,67 Be B68 ° +502 770,424 100 
MATIVE WHITE OF NATIVE PAREWTACE S | ° 72,762 | 27 
MATIVE WHITE OF FORETON CR 

MIXED PARENTAGE ° 8 | 68,4@5 | 25 
FOREIGN-BORN WHITE S | ¢ 111,199 | 43 
WBORO ° 17,62/ 7 
OTHER RACES ¢ 386 9 

Ms 2 TOTAL FOREION-BORE WHITE FAMILY HEADS 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
POLAND 
ROLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES, IRELAND, CANA. 
IwaLY 
OmmaANY 
HUBGARY 
JUGOBLA VLA 
wUssla 
ROUWAN LA 
AUSTRIA 
LITHUANIA 
OTHERS 

ag 

Dew OnmwowrnkS Vee eR OWOUNO 

RE58 

“eK ew Nn ow o wm ~~ egbex g8cse 

i a ee ed eee we eM wee ew wwwesanawe 384 

TOTAL FAMILIES 
1 aor 
2 MEMBERS 
3 MEMBERS 
4 MEMBERS 
S MEMBEKS 
6 MEMBERS 
7 Moers 
6 MBESS 
9 MEMBERS 

10 MEMBERS 
1] MEpeRs 
12 OR MORE MEMBERS sevnenntttiian 

WOMBFR OF LODOERS, ETC. 

OWNED HOMES 
UNDER $1,000 
$1,000 TO $1,499 
$1,500 TO $1,999 
$2,000 To $2,999 
$3,000 To $4,999 
5,000 SRa++o SE B¥nweo 

4 

7 

RZRS5 

+ ewwnAsoawroo 

$5,000 TO §7,499 
$7,500 TO $9,999 

$10,000 TO $14,999 
$15,000 To $19,999 
$20,000 AND OVER 
oNKNONE 

MEDIAN VALUE 

~ ~ 

'orrak ‘ewe o 1 Ome nnSSoune B tenm al Sone o® 

RENTED HOMES 
UNDER $10.00 

200 T 

wo . 
° 

88888888 eeeeeeeee Ressesss eeeeeeee 

SESSSE 

S382333% 
woStS 

+ wcooonSShu-B ‘we cow a kB 5onw8 + ecomnmb Bon B ‘ coon th SBuweB 
MEDIAN RENTAL 

OUR-FAMILY 

TWO-PAMILY 
THREE-OR-MORZ-PARILY 

TOTAL 
OME-FAMILY DWELLINGS 
TWO-PAMILY DWELLINGS 
THREE-OR-MORE-FAMILY DWELLINGS 

* Indicates less than .05. 
x CLASS A, refers to persons out’of a job, able to work, and looking for 
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WALTER R. McCORNACK 

ARCHITECT 

lines, and the division of the city into neighbor- 

\ll housing and building projects 
should be subject to review and rules of the com 

Parks and playgrounds should be a part 
f this plan. 

hood units. 

MluUSSION. 

To those who sa\ this is giving too much power 

© one group, the reply is that our present plight 
s due to the fact that the individual has been per- 
itted to pursue the freedom of individual action, 
upposed to be the right of men in a free country, 

ut which, in our cities, has resulted in the acts of 
few interfering with the rights of the many. 
During the last twenty-five years the city of 

RECORD ARCHITECTURAL 

BLOCK LAYOUT * 

Cleveland has spent approximately $125,000,000 
on non-revenue producing public structures, and 

since none of them produce sufficient revenue to 
retire the bonds, this amount will be more than 
doubled in cost to the taxpayers. In other words 
Cleveland will have spent nearly $300,000,000 in a 
quarter of a century in the construction of build- 
ings, bridges, ete., which produce little or no rev- 
enue, but which increase taxes. Is it asking too 
much for the city to consider a long-term rebuild- 
ing program, over a period of fifty years, in order 
to save the city from disintegration? This building 
program would consist of self-liquidating projects. 



Boulder City is the small town laid out by the 

Department of the Interior near the Hoover Dam 

It is built for the purpose of housing construction 

workers during the period of building the Dam 

and to house the families of permanent employees 

after the Dam is completed. The maximum popu 
lation during the first period was estimated as five 

thousand and the permanent population as fifteen 

hundred. 

Che site of the Hoover Dam is Black Canyon, 

30 miles from Las Vegas, Nevada. It is located 

in the desert of Southern Nevada where tempera 

tures reach extreme heights, where rainfall is down 

to 4% inches a year, and where no shade 1s avail 

able for relief from the excessive light here is 

nearly no vegetation on the desert 

Che selection of the best site for the town re 

solved itself into the finding of a site where heat 

was least oppressive, where the distance from the 

Dam was not too great and especially where soil 

was available on which the town and its gardens 

could be built. Recording thermometers were 

placed at five points and it was found that the 
site on a saddle overlooking the proposed lake was 

approximately ten degrees cooler than the lower 
sites. This is due partly to the higher altitude 

which at this point is 2,500 feet above sea level 

and to the circulation of air over the site. The 

fact that the site is more or less of the characte 

of a pass between two low hills is responsible for 

the air movement. 

The location is about 614 miles from the Dam 

and about 2% miles from the future lake. It was 

felt that this distance was not excessive, especially 
because the other available sites were all at least 

4 miles away from the Dam. The selected site 
was the only place where soil of sufficient depth 

was available for practical building and this matter 

became one of rather oreat importance. 

The topography of the new town site runs more 
or less fan-shaped from the center of the saddle 

This gave the opportunity to build a fan-shaped 
town with traffic arteries centering on the main 

office building of the government, which is placed 
directly in the saddle where it overlooks the lake 
and all surrounding country. The main streets 
are focused on this building and the town is spread 
out in a quarter circle between the two outer 
diagonal streets. (Figure 1.) 

The main traffic line entering the city from the 

west is placed in such a way that it does not go 
through the business district but by-passes it at 
the edge of this district and continues to the high- 

way leading to the dam. 
After the general lines of the town had been 

laid down to fit the topography of the site the fol 
lowing general principles were embodied in the 

plan: 

THE PLAN OF BOULDER CITY, NEVADA 
By S. R. DE BOER, City Planner 

l. Orientatio: Phe main axis of the town was 

selected to be about 9 degrees from a true north 

and south line in order to get a good distribution 

of light and shade. Thus placed the two outet 

main lines of the fan-shaped design at angles ot 

ipproximately 40 degrees trom the north and 

south line. he se angles were carefully worked 

out so as not to get a too great exposure of sun 

light on any one building wall. The plan contains 

no blocks with direct south exposure. 
2 O ff Street Parl} nao of -lutos in B (SUNLESS 1) s 

‘ One of the greatest sources Ot congestion 

in our cities today 1s the curb parking of auto 

mobiles in the business district Phe Boulder City 

plan is based on the principle that no automobiles 

are allowed to park at the curb but parking spac 

is provided in an open plaza in front of the busi 

ness houses. this means that every business 
1 

List will have space Pol three times the usual 

number of parked cars. (Figure 2 

3. Loading Courts in Alleys he crowded an 

iften inefficient operation of allevs in a business 

listrict has been circumvented by the provision of 

setbacks in allevs where trucks can load and un 

load behind the stores. (Figure 2.) 

Streets his separation is accomplished by lead 

ing the main trattic artery from the west by the 

e of the business district, to continue into the 

highway to the Dam. (Figure 1 

>. Corner Se thacl ‘ hese are provided in the 

the business district for the sake of easier trafti 

circulation and of architectural design. (igure 2. ) 

6. Street Width. Widths of streets were laid 

down as follows: Main traffic lines, 112’ with 

roadway of 56° with possible widening to 76 

Business streets, 92’ with roadway of 50’. Res 

idential streets, 60’ with roadway of 30’ 

7. Open Plaza. A direct outcome of the prin 

ciple of off-street parking was the creation of open 

plazas around which the business houses are 

grouped. (Figure 1.) 

8. Architectural Control \ll buildings erected 

according to defined architectural design of Span 

ish character. (Figure 7.) 

9. Classifications of Stores in Business District 

\ll stores grouped according to the principles of 

natural zoning which cause business houses of one 

type to remain in the vicinity of one another. In 

other words clothing stores are in one group, gro 

ceries in another, hardware and furniture in an 

other, etc. 

10. Residential Blocks. Residences of the dup 
lex type are to be laid out in blocks with a width 

of 252-266 feet and a length of not less than 900 

feet. In the single-family district a new subdi 

vision design was worked out for the location of 

homes away from traffic lines. (Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure | 

Virew Of 

BOULDER CITY, NEVADA 

 Mekueaabaenaes 

ll. Playgrounds. The interior of all residence 

locks to be set aside for play space and in the 

pen residential areas a general play space to be 
the interior of a 40-acre tract. ( Figures 3 and 4. ) 

12. Civic Center Phe surroundings of the gov 

building group to be nment treated as a civic 

enter and park. (igure 6.) 
The architecture in the business district 1s 

panish. The store buildings will all be arcaded 

er the sidewalk to provide shade for shoppers. 
lodern architectural design was considered but 

e Spanish type was finally selected. The ar 
ngement of the stores is such that stores of one 
pe will be grouped together as they usually are 

the large cities. The frontage on traffic arteries 

is reserved for filling stations, garages and gen 

il automobile service. 

On the above general principles the plan of the 
wn was designed. \s mentioned before, the 

ree main streets all focus on the office building 

the Government. This building is placed on a 
cht elevation above the town proper. In front 
it is a small park or civic center sloping to the 

t cross street. See Figure 5. On this first 
eet will face any of the small hotels the town 
v have. 
Other government buildings are grouped around 
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To the east of the main the main oftice building. 

group of these buildings, two blocks were set aside 

‘These blocks 

have very attractive vistas and will overlook the 

In carrying out the plan a change 

for homes of government emplovees. 

future lake. 
was made in orientation to avoid excessive grad- 

ing. This change of the main axis of the town 

made land available to the west of the town against 

the south side of the mountain on which the water 
reservoir 1s located. The houses of government 

employees were built here against the south slope 
of the mountain and not on the place indicated 
on the plan. 

The first ring of residential blocks adjoins the 
business section of the town on the south. This 
ring consists of blocks 900 feet in length with 

a cross walk through the middle. The blocks are 

parallel to the center main street. The buildings 
are given very shallow front yards. This leaves 
considerable space in the middle of the block which 
is kept open for play space. All movement of 
traffic is kept out of the interior of the blocks and 
kept on the street. This zone calls for multiple- 
family dwellings and has a tier of apartment houses 

on the city end of the blocks. (Figure 3.) 
School buildings are fitted into the triangular 

directions. spaces created by change of street 
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Tracts of five or six acres are provided for play 

space around the school buildings. (Figure 1.) 

\ wide strip of tree-planted land surrounds this 
first part of the town. This strip is to be a for 
ested area and not a park. Trees can be main 

tained rather cheaply but a grassed park is ex 

pensive maintenance in the desert area. I[t 1s ex 
pected that after the construction period is over 

the town will be reduced to the triangle inside the 

forest belt 

The belt of torest land is widened at one place 

ty take in ground for an athletic field near the 

high school bulding Che tree belt is to be used 

temporarily for laborers’ cottages which are to be 

removed after the Dam is finished, leaving a belt 

if trees around the town. (Figure 1. ) 

\fter the main contract was let, the contractors 

created a site for their buildings in the southwest 

corner of the town. Store buildings and recrea 

tional buildings have been built in this” section. 

These buildings are of a temporary character and 

will naturally be removed later. They have, how 

ever, detracted from the development of the main 

uusiness district which has had to be built. by 

private capital and is, therefore, building rather 

slowly 

utside of the forest belt is a ring ot blocks 

for one-tanuly homes \ new idea in design has 

wen worked out here. None of the homes will 

front on the trathe arteries and vet every one has 
an easy connection with the main traftic lines 

large tracts consisting of more or less circular 

ireas of approximately 50 acres have been used 
as units. These are subdivided into building blocks 

fa “V" shape. Semi-private roads run through 
] 
| the interior of the “\V" blocks. These roads are 

for one lane of traffic only and on them front 

the homes. The inside of the “\V"" becomes a 

small community park but belongs to the adjacent 
building lots and is maintained as a front yard 

by the owners \ll the houses have easy access 

oO main trafhe lines without the accompanying 
danger and disturbances of trathie. 

The circle of “V" shaped blocks arranged in 

his way leaves in the middle a 7-acre tract which 

in be used for a block playground. This play 
irea is removed from all traffic streets and_ is, 
herefore, safe for children even without super 
ision. It is connected with the house blocks by 

sidewalks leading to all homes. (Figures 1 and 4.) 

On account of the elimination of cross streets, 
culations have shown that this type of arrange 
ent can be put in at no greater cost, and per 

ips slightly cheaper, than the usual rectangular 

locks. The cost of land in Boulder City was, 

course, negligible. 
This outer ring of residential blocks has not 
en built and may not become necessary during 
e construction period. 

Beyond the outer ring of residential blocks, space 

reserved for a golf course and an airport. In 
se the town should have an unexpected growth 

ere is shown on this side a general idea for 
tension, 

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

Figure 6. Plaza and Government Buildings. 

Figure 7. Post Office Building. 
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1 ] The industrial area of the town is laid on the 

west side along the railroad where it enters from 

Las Vegas, Nevada Che 

the mountain to the west of the government build 

water reservoir 1s on 

ings. Churches are all grouped together in an un 

usual group in the east end of the town. It was 

thought that the proximity of all churches to each 

life. \ 

large tourist hotel is shown on the plan on a small 

other would promote stronger religious 

hill east of the town. This site was later set aside 

tor hospital use. 

Studies were made in regard to many details for 

the construction of the town. The possibility ot 

putting all service lines into a tunnel was consid 
ered. In towns of Spanish architecture, with low 

carried 

that 

buildings, the poles on which wires are 

and 

kor this 

are much more conspicuous unsightly 

pes ot towns reason 1 as 

proposed to put the wires underground in a spe 

cially designed tunnel. It was found, however, 

too costly that this treatment would be 

So far, little has been done toward tree planting 

In the sunny region of the Nevada desert trees 

are hard to grow, selection of varieties is difficult 

and growth is dependent on artificial watering 

On account of the bright sunlight, however, it was 

felt that trees are 

where else and the plan contemplates the 

more important here than any 
1 

planting 

of a large number of trees along the streets, in 

parks, and in the forest belt around the city 

The plans of Boulder City were approved by 

Reclamation Service 

While the plans were followed in a 

the Department and_ the 

general wai 

some modifications were made. The general axis 

of the town was shifted to save grading expens« 

The result was that the street lines which on the 

plan were carefully oriented in regard to sunlight 

are not exactly that way on the ground Resi 

at all de 

signed according to the principles of citv planning 

dential blocks were added which are not 

THE AMERICAN HOME 

The 1930 Census of the United States is com 

pleting the publication of its data about homes and 

families. It contains several new classes of facts. 

some of which are quite exciting. Especially in 

teresting are the figures on rents of rented homes 

owned homes. ‘These ought to be and values of 

decidedly helpful in connection with large-scale 

housing plans since they show what rentals people 

are actually paying which is, in the long run, not 
very different from what they 

Of the 10,503,386 owned nonfarm homes in the 

United States, the median value is $4,778—18.1% 
being valued under $2,000; 33.4% between $2,000 

are able to pay. 

and do not fit the ideas of the 

store buildings and dormitories in a 

plan. Che con 

tractors built 

separate part of the city, and by having practically 

business 

Mhis 

city’s business district 

a monopoly on retail business created a 

district away from the center of the city 
] has made the erowth ot the 

not only slow but nearly impossible Until these 

] buildings are removed atter the comple UsIness 

ion of the work on the Dam, the business district 

of Boulder Citv cannot amount to much 

Several chang were made in the residential 

blocks of the Was mentioned 11 

the location 

| he s¢ 

: i ] } | 
rom) a very sigiti al I Tl I - ist 

vovernment em 

plovees ks vere shifted 

nd south sk tan] 

1 hot and 

residential area 

is located, 

In the town the 

laid out according to Peri ral ] 

the Department 

residences, littl 

he contractor 

IO not at 

interior vards 

howe ve 

oulder 

ott-street 

ll city Much was expected of the architectun 
' 

control embodied in the 

Department Dur 

district, 

mounted to ve 

\s time 

completed, we 

OCS 1) ~ 

expect hPa VIN 1) of many May 

the temporary features marred 

carrying out of this plan and we mav see o1 

desert of Nevada a small citv in which have 
re , 

ipplhied is they 

understood by I. Entant 

IN THE 1930 CENSUS 

and $5,000; 31.3% 

15.2% $10,000 or over 
()f the 12.301. 19 rented 

median $27 .15—34% 

16.4% 

and 2.1% 

The figures are given by states ; they vary widel 

from $5,000 to $10,000; a1 

nonfarm homes, th 

rent 1s being under S2( 

$20 to $50; 14.99% between $50 and $100 

$100 or over. 

lhe median rent in three southern states is undet 

$40, while in the state of New York it is $41.94 

and for Illinois, Michigan and New Jersey in the 

high thirties. 

KpitH ELMER \WV oe DD, 

Housing, December, 1932 



A CHICAGO HOUSING PROJECT 

By GEORGE FRED KECK AND 

ROBERT PAUL SCHWEIKHER, Architects 

No vell-planned housing project today can be 

nsidered apart from its relationship to a general 
eighborhood plan, involving proper land uses, ade 

late educational and recreational facilities, and 

on The adaptability of the accompanying 

using scheme to almost any type of planned com 

itv Is apparent he architects have assumed 

he outset that a general neighborhood plan has 

worked out in collaboration with a city plat 
c 
i 

I 

er, and have tor the present devoted their efforts 

the emphasis of the phvsical characteristics ot 

rientation, building plan and sturdy and econom 

] construction 

Since no definite site was available for develop 

rent, certain broad hypothetical assumptions have 

een made, as tollows 

1. A neighborhood that requires a concentra 

of approximately 250 apartments or 1,000 
eople per block of approximately 300 feet by 600 

Streets in place, paved and functioning. The 

xImitv of street car lines, buses and other forms 

rapid transportation 

Utilities installed and functioning 

t+. North as shown on plans 

Location is Chicago 

lhe Chicago Code has been revised and will 

ortly allow a four-story walk-up and basement 

aartment 

\n advantage of this plan is its flexibility. Con 
tration of apartments can vary without chang 

layout and construction, by widening or nar 

ng court areas. There are possibilities of 
ing off certain obvious streets, which could be 

verted to recreational or gardening uses. 

he architects are primarily interested in devel 

ng a slum rehabilitation project. In order to 
pen construction further than the plans indi 

cate, interior partitions may be omitted, except 

around bathrooms. Plywood partitions may be 
used, with doors, except bathroom door and front 

door, omitted and = curtained Other reasonable 

wavs of cutting out conveniences can be found. 

Lavouts were developed with an eve to pre 

fabrication, duplication, use of standardized parts, 
and rapidity of construction, using materials and 

facilities available today. The frame is of structural 

steel. Exterior walls are of large lightweight in- 

sulated blocks held in place by shelf angles at the 

window heads. Interior partitions are of the same 

material Floor construction 1s of the block type, 

reinforced for a span of approximately 13’ 
6”. all spans uniform, one size block necessary. 

Stairs are of steel with cement treads, typical 
throughout. Sash is stock type steel anchored in 

place. Blocks and windows are pointed with 
stickum I:xterior is painted with waterproof 

pant. 

Heating 1s gas-steam, each apartment individual 
ly metered, with thermostat control and pilot lights 

set on one radiator to prevent pipes from freez 
ing in unoccupied apartments in cold weather. 

One incinerator stack serves each six apartments. 

Bedrooms face east and living rooms west. 

\Wardrobes are all movable, and can be placed 
where desired. Each apartment has full facilities 
for cross-ventilation. Stair halls generally are 

grouped together so that a single court can be 

given over to the entrances and alternate courts 

for the exclusive use of tenants, small individual 
vegetable plots, grass areas, and play space. 

In each block provision is made for the neces- 

sary retail shops to serve the population of that 
block. In other words, each block is made self- 
sufficient for everyday necessities. A child sent on 
an errand is not compelled to cross streets. 
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Apartments labeled 2-3 are two-room apartments, having the possibility of converting the living room into 
a sleeping room, thus giving a three-room efficiency. Apartments labeled 3-4 and 4-5 and 5-6 have additional 
bedrooms. The apartments have no dining rooms. The kitchen is comparatively large on the assumption that 
the apartments will be maidless. Meals are served at the table in the kitchen. Each kitchen is attractively 
arranged and will have ample storage space. For occasional guests the large living room will serve for dining. 
It is possible to convert one of the bedrooms into a permanent dining room. 
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APARTMENT 

FLOOR PLANS SCALE a ot f 

Laundry work is to be done in the kitchen; the kitchen sink is convertible into tubs with a space in the kitchen 
for a washing machine and other laundry accessories. Wet wash is then taken to the roof and hung to dry in 
the allotted space. The remainder of the roof is given over to lounge, recreational and sun areas. On the 
ground floor are entrances, covered play areas, and a small storage space for each apartment. There is no 
basement. 
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1. Shadows at summer solstice, June 21, 3:00 A.M.., 
C.S.T. Position of sun: 37° altitude, 2° N. of 
east point. 

2. Shadows at summer solstice, June 21, 12:00 
A.M., C.S.T. Position of sun: 71!/,° altitude. 

3. Shadows at summer solstice, June 21, 4:00 P.M.., 
C.S.T. Position of sun: 37° altitude, 2° N. of 
west point. 
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ORIENTATION SO AS TO ATTAIN THE UTMOST 

ADVANTAGE OF SUNLIGHT 

Che relatively wide seasonal ditferences in weather 

and temperature, the high relative humidity ur th 
Chicago area, and the difficulty of mitigating the 

extremities of these conditions through mechani 

cal means (due to the present prohibitive cost ot 

air conditioning apparatus for low-cost housing 

make important the advantageous use of natural 

phenomena 

The oblique alignment of the buildings, limited 

somewhat by the boundaries of the chosen. site, 

helps to accomplish this purpose 

Weather conditions at other times of the ve 

than near the solstices, though deserving consi 

eration, are not so critical and therefore are omit 

ted here 

With respect to this site, the sun at the winter 

solstice rises at 7:30 A. M. 33 degrees south 

the east point and by 9:30 A. M. (approximate 
‘ as reached an altitude sufficient to light all eas 

or bedroom windows of each building 

Shortly before 2:00 P. M. the sun moves across 

the long axes of the buildings and shines on al 

west or living-room windows until 3:30 P. M 

approximate). From this hour until shortly he 

fore sunset (4:30 P. M.) the decreasing altitucd 

of the sun obscures it from each succeeding story 

Winter sunlight between the approximate hour 

of from 7:30 A. M. to 9:30 A. M. and from 3:3 
P. M. to 4:30 P. M. is partially or wholly ol 
structed by neighboring buildings in areas demand 

ing similar coverage. This arrangement, therefore 

assures uninterrupted sunlight on the buildings 

over the greatest number of available hours at 

full sunlight on garden and plav spaces at some 

time of the day. 
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GEORGE FRED KECK AND ROBERT PAUL 

SCHWEIKHER, ARCHITECTS 

\t the summer solstice, the sun rises 33 degrees 

rth of the east point at 4:30* A. M. and by 
S A. M. has reached an altitude sufficient to light 

e entire east face of each building. [It continues 

m this face until 2:30 P.M. (approximate). This 
sunlight floods buildings, garden and play spaces 

during these earlier and cooler hours and as the 

varmer hours of the day approach, the sun swings 
wross the long axes of the buildings and 1s still 

hining at a definite angle to the buildings at 4:00 

ML. when its own position is almost due west. 

he rays of sunlight become perpendicular to the 

uldings only toward 7:30 P. M. or sunset. 

lt should be noted that, though the position 

the summer sun at the solstice 1s the most dif 

cult for orientation, the warmest weather actually 

ccurs about one month later. Observation, how 

ever, will show that the position of the sun at 

his time with relation to the west faces of the 

buildings 1s even more favorable than at the 

Prevailing winds in the Chicago area for the 

mths of January, March, July, September, Oc 

ber, November, and December are southwest; 

lebruary, west, and for April, May, June, 

\ugust, northeast Thus the obliqueness of 

e garden and play spaces in the northeast-south 

est direction leads them to act as corridors or 

ies tor eleven months of the vear, drawing the 

rculation of air through the apartments when 

ndows are open and avoiding direct blasts. 

lt is apparent from the block plan photographs 
t the orientation of the buildings as shown gives 

vide angle of vision in every direction at street 

tersections. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

“ 
4. Shadows at winter solstice, Dec. 21, 9:00 A.M.., 

C.S.T. Position of sun: 12° altitude, 50° S. of 
east point. 

5. Shadows at winter solstice, Dec. 21, 12:00 A.M.., 
C.S.T. Position of sun: 23!/,° altitude. 

6. Shadows at winter solstice, Dec. 21, 3:00 P.M.., 
C.S.T. Position of sun: 12° altitude, 50° S. of 
west point. 
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NEGRO HOUSING PROPOSED FOR RICHMOND, VA. 
By ALFRED KASTNER, Architect* 

1 
T he various reports prepared by the President's 

Conference on Home Building and Home Owner 

ship show how inadequately great masses of people 

ire housed. ‘The picture is dismal. A great indus 

trial machine is stagnant while millions of citizens 

re living wretechedly and are not provided with 
ven the elementary necessities of hygienic shelter 

Che student of these reports must despair that 

solution of this crucial problem will be found 

under the present scarcity of work. 

L believe that a solution is possible if the labor 

ivailable through shortened hours is invested 

irectly into the production of those dwellings 

thereby creating additional work instead of taking 

iway from others. In \ustria, Germany and 
weden emergencies of this type have been met 

a businesslike way ané without much ado. 

Stockholm alone encouraged the building of 5.750 

ouses? for individual owners by applying methods 
milar to those set forth in this article. Inasmuch 

our building industry is much further developed 
an that of Europe, we could go that much further 

adapting cooperative schemes and use them even 

ith greater advantage to the owner and _ the 

ulder. 

let us for simplicity assume that our fellow 

izen 1s an unskilled worker living in a city where 

M Kastner’s proposal has been published and sponsored by 
PORTUNITY: A Journal of Negro Life 

Che cost of these buildings (2 stories and basement) is 11.500 kr 

41.25) carried by the City Loan of 10,350 kr. ($1,837.25) rhe 
ence, 1,150 kz: ($204.13). represents the owner’s own labor 

he pays to other building workers directly if he does not 
the work himself The City Loan represents 9,150 kr. ($1,624.13) 
iaterial and 1,200 kr. ($213.00) in cash, and the full amount is 
rtized in 40 years. The payments in the first 16 years are 
1ally 1,020 kr. ($181.05) or monthly ($15.88). After that 930 kr 
ear ($165.08) or monthly ($13.75) 

IHE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

he tinds employment and that home ownership 1s 

the desired answer to his housing problem. Here, 
as in Europe, he cannot earn a full week's wages 

throughout the vear, therefore building activities 

are sporadic because of the shortage of equity 

money among those most urgently in need of ade 
quate houses; and yet without such equity money 

no mortgage investors can be persuaded to loan 

their capital towards building the desired house. 

Both the equity and mortgages are expended tor 
the purchase of the three essential factors involved 
in the production of a house, namely, land, matertal 

and labor. 
Of labor he has sufficient. It is therefore a 

question of making his labor, which we must 

assume is unskilled, adaptable to the project. 

Material and land he must buy. 
In order to illustrate the cooperative method we 

must examine the purchase of land, the financing 
of building material and skilled labor, and the ap 
plication of unskilled labor which we possess. 

These factors we apply separately to three definite 
steps: the acquisition of land, the improvements 
necessary to make land suitable for building pur 
poses, by provision for street, sewers, etc., and the 
erecting of the house. 

Let us now assume that one half acre of land is 
necessary to hold our home seeker’s house com 
fortably and at the same time provide it with 
sufficient garden land to grow enough vegetables 

for himself and for his family. 
There is adequate land in the vicinity of many 

of our cities which costs about $300 per acre if 
bought in quantity. But our proposed home owner 
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is living on an income which permits hit 

about $10 a month for his entire housing budget 

He knows that the lowest price goes with the 

largest quantities and in order to make this price 

available he proposes the formation of a Coopera 

tive with 500 others who are in the same predica 

ment Keach member of the Cooperative pavs into 

the treasury his hard-won savings of $20 whicl 

with those of the othe rs, swells to the respect ible 

sum of $10,000 in cash. With it 250 acres of land 

at a price of $75,000 are promptly purchased, leay 

ing $65,000 unpaid at an interest rate ot 6 per 

cent. This interest requires an annual payment of 

$3,900 for the huge tract, or $7.80 a membet By 

this, or a similar operation, the land question 1s | 
disposed of, with the equity in the ratio of 1 to 

6% on the purchaser's promise to improve the 

land as speedily as possible 

\t the next Cooperative meeting the plans for 

the immediate improvement are considered. }t 1s 

finally decided to divide the whole tract into plots 

of 100-foot frontage and to install a one-way 

street system so that the future traffic problem is 
thus solved by a single lane. With a plot on either 

side of the street, each member has a 50-foot 

length. 

The estimates readily submitted by the local con 

tractors are carefully analyzed and it is found that 

for the required 25,000 feet of street $75,000 ot 

$150 per plot is a reasonable bid. Of this the 

detailed estimate shows that the sum of $50 is for 

wages of unskilled labor, overhead, and profit on 

this labor. Since the finding of jobs is for the 

majority of the members a more immediate prob 

lem than hiring labor, they will approve the esti 

mate on the condition that their own labor be sub 

that tl verhead and the profit on their own labor 

he stricken out of the estimate, claiming this 10 
P oe lot “> & f See nt ot SO per lot or S2Z,900 tor themselves a 

overhead to the Cooperative 

he contractor take s t] IS a} roved nicl tor street 

huilding to the Reconstruction Finance Corpora 

Federal mortgage institution for selt 
] |. Pp *? } ] +} ? the wits re mwudating proyects, and shows it the equity 

uired—one third of the total cost—1s represente: 

the labor of the Cooperative Since it nught 

1 . 1 ~t 
inferred that the town, the county or the state 1s 

; ss 
sympathetic to this effort, a wise government wou 

rrant the requested loan of $50,000 to the Cooy 

erative for a period ot 10 vears at a rate ot 6 pe 

cent which would be $3,000 or annually $6 for 

each plot owner 

\t this moment the vork starts and those mem 

hers of the Cooperative who cannot report to work 

hecause they have steady jobs, hire on half time 

an unemploved man elsewhere and reasonably pay 

him his wages directly every night. In two months, 

hecause done on half time, the future community 

is equipped with street, sewers, waterpipes and 

conduits. The equity for this ts in proper balance 

with the mortgage (1:2) The equity ratio on the 

original land deal is now in much better shape be 

cause this improvement makes it a safer risk to 
the original owner who now is the mortgage holdet 

on the land 

For a short time now, presumably a month, all 
action must be suspended to give the members who 

invested their time or wages the chance to catch uy 

with their budget. The interest charges on theit 

property for these months for land and improve 
niimued m page 3 1d rf . tion 
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PORTFOLIO OF CURRENT ARCHITECTURE 

APARTMENT OF ARCHIBALD M. BROWN, RIVER HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY 

PEABODY, WILSON AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS 
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APARTMENT OF ARCHIBALD M. BROWN 

RIVER HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY 

PEABODY, WILSON AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS 
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APARTMENT OF ARCHIBALD M. BROWN 

RIVER HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY 

PEABODY, WILSON AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS 
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APARTMENT OF ARCHIBALD M. BROWN 

NEW YORK CITY RIVER HOUSE 
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APARTMENT OF ARCHIBALD M. BROWN 

RIVER HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY 

PEABODY, WILSON AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS 
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APARTMENT OF KATHERINE BRUSH 

NEW YORK CITY 

JOSEPH URBAN, ARCHITECT 



APARTMENT OF KATHERINE BRUSH 

NEW YORK CITY 

JOSEPH URBAN, ARCHITECT 
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CELTIC PARK APARTMENTS 

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 

SPRINGSTEEN AND GOLDHAMMER, ARCHITECTS 
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CELTIC PARK APARTMENTS 

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 
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APARTMENT HOUSE AND BUSINESS COURT 

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, LOS ANGELES 

J. E. DOLENA, ARCHITECT 

Interior Court, Shop-Apartments. 
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APARTMENT HOUSE AND BUSINESS COURT 

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, LOS ANGELES 

J. E. DOLENA, ARCHITECT 

182 MARCH 1933 
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APARTMENT HOUSE AND BUSINESS COURT 

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, LOS ANGELES 

J. E. DOLENA, ARCHITECT 
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APARTMENT HOUSE AND BUSINESS COURT 

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, LOS ANGELES 

J. E. DOLENA, ARCHITECT 

Entrance to Shop-Apartment. 
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ihe Katharine Ht se one T sever elT- 

upporting homes operated by the Ladaies 
Christian Union for working gir | 

alaries. It was planned to provide a residence 

1S homelike in character as 

S earning smal 

Ss consistent witn 

conomical construction and operation on 

rentals. This building houses 91! girls in 6 

The U-shape bedroom floor is planned to YO U 

attain a protected view on a single court. The 
main roof above the seventh floor is tiled 
and includes a pergola which in summer is 
covered by an awning and, in addition to 
the second-floor court, provides recreation 

facilities 
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KATHARINE HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY 

MORRIS AND O'CONNOR, ARCHITEC TS 

E. RITZEMA PERRY, ASSOCIATE 
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The Lounge 

KATHARINE HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY 

MORRIS AND O'CONNOR, ARCHITECTS 

E. RITZEMA PERRY, ASSOCIATE 
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HOUSE OF RAYMOND WALKER 

SHORT HILLS, NEW JERSEY 

KENNETH W. DALZELL, ARCHITECT % 
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HOUSE OF RAYMOND WALKER 

SHORT HILLS, NEW JERSEY 

KENNETH W. DALZELL, ARCHITECT 
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HOUSE OF HERBERT YOUNG 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

DONALD D. McMURRAY, ARCHITECT 
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Tyner & Murphy 

“COLONIAL VILLAGE'' DEVELOPMENT IN KANSAS CITY, MO. 

Edward W. Tanner, architect, has designed this group of twelve houses in accordance 

with the architecture of the early New England Colonies. The three typical plans 

illustrated on following pages) are the result of intensive study to develop a north 

front level lot of minimum width. The lots in no case exceed 60 feet in width. 

To avoid monotony in the use of only three plans, variety was attempted in the treat- 

ment of each house. In addition to the use of different exterior materials, the plans 

were reversed from east to west and maids’ rooms and garages were added in some 

instances. There is little repetition in interior decoration. 

Each house includes a full basement having a recreation room finished in knotty pine 

with a wood-burning fireplace; hot-water heat supplied by a gas-fired boiler and 

concealed radiation: tile to a 4-foot height in all bathrooms and a generous amount 

of tile in the kitchen. 

The zoning ordinances in this particular district provide that dwellings shall cost in 

excess of $7,500. These houses comply in all respects by ranging in price from 

$12,750 to $16,750. These figures include the cost of the ground, house, grading, 

sodding, planting, walk and drive as well as all interior decoration, light fixture 

equipment and financing. The development was built by the J. C. Nichols Company. 
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COLONIAL VILLAGE" DEVELOPMENT IN 

EDWARD W. TANNER, ARCHITECT — J. 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

C. NICHOLS COMPANY 
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“COLONIAL VILLAGE" DEVELOPMENT IN KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

ARCHITECT —J. C. NICHOLS COMPANY EDWARD W. TANNER 
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Living Eoom 
t$%« 2/8 

Fiest FLooe PLAN SECOND FLOce PLAN 

"COLONIAL VILLAGE" DEVELOPMENT IN KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

EDWARD \V. TANNER, ARCHITECT—J. C. NICHOLS COMPANY 

194 MARCH, 1933 
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Tyner & Murphy 

“COLONIAL VILLAGE" DEVELOPMENT IN KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

EDWARD W. TANNER, ARCHITECT—J. C. NICHOLS COMPANY 
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Gold Medal—Story-and-a-Half Class 

1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF MAURICE A. DUNLAVY, BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS 

ROYAL BARRY WILLS, ARCHITECT 

MARCH, 1933 
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1932 BETTER HOMES 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Vv 

IN AMERICA 
SMALL HOUSE ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION 

By JAMES FORD 

In inaugurating its annual small house architec- 

tural competition, Better Homes in America has 
sought to interest leading architects in the prob 

lems of designing and planning small residences, 

and to create a “consumer demand” for homes of 

It has hoped also that builders, con 
tractors, realtors and subdividers would have their 

attention attracted by the quality of designs sub- 
mitted in these competitions and would recognize 

good design. 

the need of employing competent architects to 
draw the plans for the houses which they build. 

Better Homes in America was organized a de- 

cade ago with the help of President Hoover, who 
f President 

Soard of 

was then Secretary of Commerce. 
Hoover served first as Chairman of the 

Directors and still serves as Honorary Chairman. 
(he organization is supported by philanthropic 
tunds and was established primarily to help every 

\merican family in the improvement of their own 
homes. In 1932 it had 9,772 local committees. 
In many states every county organized Better 
Homes campaigns. The programs conducted by 
the local committees included home improvement 
contests of various types, lectures and discussions, 
tours to improved homes, and house demonstra- 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

tions. Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the 
Interior, now serves as Chairman of the national 
organization. The architectural representative on 

the Board of Directors is William Stanley Parker. 

Three years ago Mrs. William Brown Meloney 
of New York, Vice-Chairman of the Board, 
secured the services of Mr. Gutzon Borglum to 

design gold medals to be awarded at each annual 

architectural competition. The president of the 
\merican Institute of Architects appoints the com- 
muttee of judges. An unusual feature of the com- 

petition is that the awards are made for houses 
actually constructed within the five years immedi- 
ately preceding the annual competition. 

In the 1930 Competition Reginald Johnson of 
los Angeles won the Gold Medal. In 1931 Gold 
Medals were awarded to Dwight James Baum of 
New York and Winchton L. Risley of California. 
The medals were presented by President Hoover 
at the White House. 

The Committee on Awards for 1932 consisted 
of Dwight James Baum, Chairman, Edward L. 

Palmer of Baltimore, Horace W. Peaslee of Wash- 
ington, Philip N. Stern of Fredericksburg, Virginia, 
and Waddy B. Wood of Washington. 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF MAURICE A. DUNLAVY, BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS 

ROYAL BARRY WILLS, ARCHITECT 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF MAURICE A. DUNLAVY, BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS 

ROYAL BARRY WILLS, ARCHITECT 
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Kitchen 

10-0" x 18-6 

Dining Room 

2 x 13 

Honorable Mention—Story-and-a-Half Class 

1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF JOHN J. FARRELL, DARIEN, CONNECTICUT 

CHARLES S. KEEFE, ARCHITECT 

MARCH, 1933 



1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF JOHN J. FARRELL, DARIEN, CONNECTICUT 

CHARLES S. KEEFE, ARCHITECT 
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Honorable Mention—One-Story Class 

1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF LELAND F. FULLER, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

LELAND F. FULLER, ARCHITECT 

202 MARCH, 1933 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF ILELAND F. FULLER, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

LELAND F. FULLER, ARCHITECT 
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Honorable Mention — One-Story Class 

AMERICA COMPETITION 932 BETTER HOMES IN 

HOUSE OF DR. SEELEY G. MUDD, SANDYLAND COVE, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

RALPH C. FLEWELLING ARCHITECT 

MARCH [933 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF DR. SEELEY G. MUDD, SANDYLAND COVE, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

RALPH C. FLEWELLING, ARCHITECT 
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Honorable Mention —Two-Story Class 

1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

. ALISTER MACKENZIE HOUSE OF DR PASATIEMPO ESTATES NEAR SANTA CRUZ CALIFORNIA 

ARCHITECT WILLIAM WILSON WURSTER 

MARCH, 1933 



HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

PASATIEMPO ESTATES NEAR SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA 

19 ETTER 

HOUSE OF DR. ALISTER MACKENZIE 

LLIAM WILSON WURSTER, ARCHITECT W | 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE IN NEWTOWN, CONNECTICUT 

WILLIAM WEBB SUNDERLAND, ARCHITECT 
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Honorable Mention—Two-Story Class 

HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

. CHAPIN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

C. CHAPIN, ARCHITECT 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF ROLLIN C. CHAPIN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

ROLLIN C. CHAPIN, ARCHITECT 

MARCH, 214 i933 
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1932 BETTER HOMES IN AMERICA COMPETITION 

HOUSE OF ROLLIN C. CHAPIN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

ROLLIN C. CHAPIN, ARCHITECT 
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A BASIS FOR PROCEDURE IN SLUM CLEARANCE 
14 By ARTHUR C. HOLDEN, Architect 

| lis my purpose in this paper to suggest a method 

vetting at facts which will enable us to use the 

rious special agencies, such as the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation together with the older estab 

lished lending agencies with their sources of credit, 

ind to go ahead with a definite program for the 

rehabilitation of distressed real estate, in a way 

that will not bring econonne chaos but raise us out 

our present condition of impotence and start us 
nm the read to self-respecting recovery 

Phe Federal government has placed nearly a 

dollars 

Corporation tor loans tor 

lion and a= halt at the disposal of thi 

Reconstruction Finance 

niw-rental housing and for the rehabilitation of 

rhted areas hese credits should long ago have 

een put to Use 

i | } 

(ne of the chief reasons for the 

Wes mm the absence oft at satisfactory method 

roce dure 

The Census District as a Unit of Study for 
Allocation of Loans 

is mv bellet that an advisory board made up ot 

other qualined housing experts rchitects and 

hould he mnmediately reque sted too Way such eli 

ble “improvement areas” as are proposed by local 

local ' 
horityes OC% Data should be requested of the 

istricts adequate to permit the relative needs to 

classified properly Phe board should make 

recommendations as to the validity of the need 

thi schedule 

The st 

nds should be assigned by district rather than by ~ 

n each area and draw up a tentative 

the distribution of available funds 

ect kon administration — the CONVENIENCE ot 

provement areas” should be subdivided int 

should coincide 

the 

tracts The latter istricts, and 

census tracts because of the value ot 

atlal le No 

a loan unless the improve 

momic data ay district should be 

rmutted to qu ihiiv for 

shown to be an integral part nt 1 roposed can he 

i definite district plan of development The 

s of eligibility. should be clearly stipulated 

he organic relationship between the larger district 

its subdivisions or tracts should be recognized 

ire should be used in the apportionment of 

made to at least 

Detinite time 

ls so that an award may be 

e census tract within each district 

its should be set within which to qualify, fol 
ed |} | by an immediate reassignment of funds not 

led for 

nterests to Be Reconciled 

the sake of clarity let us assume that we are 

nsidering an assignment of $1,000,000 which has 

made to a census tract comprising eight city 

ks. The number of individual plot owners in 
. block runs between 40 and 8&0. 

ltiply this by eight and we are confronted by 
4 or 

iverage city 

more individual owners, each anxious to 

receive the largest possible slice of the $1,000,000 

credit which has been assigned for the rehabilita 

tion work of the whole tract. Take into considera 

tion also the usual number of mortgage holders 

involved and we find that there are in the eight 

blocks at least 600° conflicting separate interests 

the hopelessness of the task of reconciling these 

interests has been a deterrent to all programs of 

Most | 

to face this problem or to attempt its 
rehabilitation. ‘practical’ men have refused 

solution 

They have been misled by two assumptions. On 

the one hand, they have assumed that they can 

“buy out” present owners for a price; on the other, 

they have 

high, 

assumed that the price would be too 

and they have accordingly gone out to look 

*Jand. 

Let us take the next step in the accepted method 

When 

the fortv or more owners in a block will declare 

for “vacant’ 

QO! approach. asked to cooperate, each ot 

himselt willing further examination will reveal 

that this willingness means that he expects to sell 

for what he considers the right 

What does this mean ? 

1 roperty price 

The average city lot con 

feet, more or less tains 2500 square Very few 

city lots, with what are called improvements upon 

| for $2,500 or at the rate of them, can be bought 

\ssuming, however, that the Sl per square foot 

at this price it would cost 

rust SSOO.OOO to acquire 320 lots 

purchase can be made 

Obviously, this 

would make too large a hole in the allotted $1,000, 

OOO and would leave too small a proportion to be 
The 

lLet us assume that $200, 

apphed to rehabilitation alternative is to 

purchase less property. 

OOO is allotted for land and the balance for con 

Phis will buy 2 blocks comprising 8&0 } ~ struction, 
lots at Sl per square foot, or at $2 per square foot, 

which is nearer to realitv, one block (200 ft. by 

a0 ft . . 
Under existing legislation the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation might make such a loan pro 

vided a reasonable cash equity were put up by a 

group willing to take stock in one of the housing 

corporations provided for under a state or local 

The N. ¥ 

One of the chief stumbling blocks 

housing law State law has been accepted 

as the pattern. 

heretofore has been the difficulty of attracting 

equity money. Assume, however, that it can be 

overcome, there are other difficulties that confront 

us. How are the owners and mortgagees of the 

other seven blocks of the tract 1n question eoing 

te take the improvement which is projected in their 
neighborhood? Especially, how are they going to 
take the low 

the limitation of taxes to land value only, even if 
it 1S admittedly good public policy ? 

ago they would have welcomed the improvement 

and they would have considered the governmental 

Why? Be 

interest rate which is essential and 

Five vears 

incentives warranted and reasonable. 



ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A CITY BLOCK 
| DIAGRAM N® i 

Present Contract Income Shown by Light Shading 
Vacancies at Present Market Rate by Dark Shading 

Arrears not Indicated 
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Scale Reads Front to Rear in Linear Units of $50 Per Month of Income 

Prepared thru the Architects Emergency Committee 
For the Land Utilization Committee of the New York Building Congress~ December 1932 
Drawn by Lawrence Norton Under direction of Arthur C. Holden 

é Oscar Fisher 

( ise mve v¢ Ss ag ere s SaLIesS ‘ ST i eaves s . 

real estate \n muprovement ther meant the ] ss] ( t r 

bilitv of profitable sales turnover for property rents e provic ( st be 

the immediately adjoining neigh! expensive < ey 

Since the New York State Housing . here ( ( es ysals. ( 

drafted the situation has change | materially | er . } ( 

a housing project in_ the nds « 1¢ wners forward f sing projects ew 

set down in a deprec ‘ S eans ¢ ‘ eveloped I< ' or iY 

tion which, in the majority of cases, it will be g ues W have been left ; 

little short of impossible for surrounding owners eg ( ngves While it vo St 

to meet | have delibe 1 itely usec the Wor is ™ thet Ta l it co ( etl ‘ 

owners,” for if the surrot iw owners « ( eaves the s where stat 

given an interest in the new rojyect he ( ( V it «at s ( 1 ( . 

ownership 1s not entirely alien, then the complaints . t rther ecor ( 1 etic 

bout inequalities in taxation and the undet ¢ Ss lat iW the st 

of the interest rate by eovernment credits in be ‘ t fers 1 ( i es ess ( 

inswered and these advantages utilized ( e slut es ( ul 

ner fair and equitable. Our task is to find a meth ts ulation mere ecaust ts chi ’ 

f procedure which w ’ to the « It is = +] ane dsain 

interests of the 600 parties involved e Reconstruction | mae ey ee 

l am under no illusions as t tions of wl ( ovidinge of work and sh earance, ( 
f+ ] - se ] ‘ 1 is frequently called “human nature | shall, 1 erved by anportionit 5 ee urposes of 

withstanding, attempt to amplify and « 

suggestions advanced by me in TH 

URAL Rercorp for February a vear ago, for it is 

my firm belief that along these lines lies our best 

hope for a progressive policy of slum clearance 

Recognized Purposes of Housing Credits 

There were two underlying motives in the setting 

up of housing credits. The primary motive was 

the creation of work to relieve the present emer 
motive was to do away gency. The sece mdary 

with slums. If possible every dollar of the Re 

construction Finance Corporation loans should be 

applied to creating work. This means that every 

property owners cooperate to achieve 

brief “‘tak 

used when 

the social end sought his means in 

or leave it If the district can cooperate thet 

will definitely get credits for its use, if not th 

credits will be placed elsewhere 

It remains to be demonstrated that a method cai 

be worked out for the administration of propert 

within an improvement area, so that unfair advat 

tages will not accrue to certain owners within th: 

subdivisions to which credit assignments are mad 

while at the same time harm is done to the interest 

of other owners. 

; 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A CITY BLOCK 
DIAGRAM N® 2 

Rearangement, Concentrating Occupancies in Most Desirabie Properties 
Vacated Properties to be Demolished Shown Unshaded 
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Scale Reads Front to Rear in Linear Units of $50 Per Month of Income 

Prepared thru the Architects Emergency Committee 
For the Land Utilization Committee of the New York Building Congress— December 1932 
Drawn by Fritz Kruger Under direction of Arthur C.Hoiden 
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te that section New York Cit \ word should be said as to the adjustment of 

s Harle This is ‘ f the eight Ocks technical difficulties | have referred to the fact 

ensus trac I have wl ott « the oe that in the 8&8 blocks comprising this Improvement 

' hic sca S50) ie recorded Tract there are ap] roximately OUU separate inter 

( ‘ eCe 1) erty r the ests involved. \mong these we have the prior 

ect er. 1932 Lhe eht shading re ese S teage interests, secondary mortgage interests, 

ctt \ CCE1VE lhe dark sha a re ( the owners of equities However, betore any 

rents hecause of vacancies. On Diagran e mav be enjoved by either mortgagees 01 

e concentrated the vacancies of this single vners certain charges against the property must 

on what appear to be the east desirable be met These are taxes. insurance, admunistra 

ties I am assuning that if we set aside On, ana upkeep [ am well aware tha when 

small sum for painting and tor plumbing re comes are depleted some of these charges are not 
‘ 1] ' | F +] ——— ee ‘ ve can put the better buildings into suc] ( Upkeep 1s Trequentiv negiected to a shock 

that the actual tenants in the less desirable Ing extent Nevertheless, I have indicated upon 

os would he rlad to move into the apart Diagram IT | by a graphical scale the proportion 

which are vacant in the better buildings 

ce there will be no change in the actual in 

e of the block although we have succeeded in 

ng approximately 22 per cent of its area 

of the original parties at interest will con 

e to receive the same proportionate share of 

lock income 

will now be possible for us to demolish the 

sirable buildings indicated by the concentrated 

neies on Diagram IT and with the new gov 

ent credits proceed to the erection of modern 

ings of a type to command a better rental and 

not out of range of the possibilities of the 

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

if total amount that either is or ought to be as 

Ss ened to take care of the above charges. This 

is placed as a narrow debit graph alongside of the 

wider income graph The balance, where such 

exists, 1s indicated by the distance between the end 

of the narrow graph and the losses due to vacan 

cies. This balance is all that may be distributed 

hetween mortgagees and owners and applied toward 

the retirement of the mortgages. 

Now a mortgage contract by its very nature sets 
up a special relationship. Technically a mortgage is 
the transfer of real property as the security for a 

debt. and a fixed amount of interest is due to be 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OFA CITY BLOCK 
DIAGRAM 

Narrow Stri 

Taxes Shown in 
in Each Lot 

lack , Operating Expenses in Dotted 

Ne 3 
indicates Monthly Outgo; 

ading 
Wide Strip Indicates Present Contract Income by Light Snading 
Vacancies at Present Market Rate Shown by Dark Shading 
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Gross Contract Income for Block = $19,551°° Total Taxes $3,953. Total Operating $9,330. 
Balance After Taxes and Operating Costs Available for Mortgages, interest, 

Amortization and Owners Profit $6,268. 
Arrears Not Indicated = 

s WO 200 exw 
= 

Scale Reads Front to Rear in Linear Units of $50 Per Month of Income 

Prepared thru the Architects Emergency Committee 
For the Land Utilization Committee of the New York Building Congress — December 1932 
Drawn by G.Casazza 

R.C.White 

In another SCTISC paid until the debt is refunded 

however, a mortgage is a preferred partnership 

The mortgagee purchases as an investment a prior 

interest in the income of real property. He can 

not get out of the property more than it will vield, 

make 

more ob 

even though he can compel the owner to 

good from other resources. This is far 

than it was before the collapse of the 

It is therefore 

vious today 

active sales market for real estate 

to the 

vield of the property in order to insure the stability 

interest of the mortgagee to increase the 

of his own income, even if a temporary concession 

on the interest rate and on amortization 1s neces 

sary. Our present mortgage pr cedure Is In great 

need of liberalizing legislation in order to bring it 

up-to-date. If the yield of the property is insut 
ficient to meet mortgage charges and the owner 

has lost his other resources, the mortgagee tech 

nically has no redress except to take the property 
on foreclosure and hope for better times. As a 

matter of practice he hesitates to take over prop 

erty which may cause him expense for maintenance 

and taxes, therefore he frequently enters into new 

agreements with the mortgagor granting temporary 

this reason it reductions in the obligation. For 

would be to the interest of the mortgagees in 

blighted areas to make temporary concessions if by 

sc doing they could be sure that government credits 

would be used in their entirety for the improve 
ment of the properties upon which the security of 
their investment depend. We are in need at the 
present time of additional legal sanctions to permit 

trustees and other investors in mortgages to ne 

gotiate special revisions of present agreements in 
lieu of resort to foreclosure proceedings. It should 

Under direction of Arthur C Holden 

, ‘ Je of 
e possible to draw suc Col slation voverning ad 

justment procedure in general terms which = will 

permit reasonable freedom of action and vet. pre 

vent the mequitable exploitation of either party 

The "Ratio" as a Basis of Appraisal 

Obviously it is most important when there are a 

great number of conflicting interests to be con 

sidered, that any adjustments which are to. be 

made should take into consideration the mais 

tenance of equitable relationships between the vari 

past the ous parties. In the relationship estab 
lished between mortgagee and owner has been the 

result of an appraisal made prior to the writing 

of the mortgage contract \lortgagees are a 

customed to extend credits varving in) amount 

trom 40% to 60% of appraisals for which they 

themselves are responsible. Once this ratio is 

however. If becomes 

dollar 

value 

translated into dollar values 

incontrovertibly fixed as a obligation, 11 

respective of changes in_ the of purchasing 

power dollars or changes in value of the property 

itself. 

cuss the inflexibility of the mortgage 

\t this point it is not my purpose to dis 

emphazise the fact that the original dollar value 
Is set on the basis of a ratio. Wherever participat 

ing claims are set up, the ratio is the fairest means 

for expressing the relative value of the shares. All 

corporate stock is issued on the basis of a ratio 

Stockholders 

ownership by holding different numbers of shares 

If the 600 individual 
&-block Tract which we are considering held equa 

participate in various degrees 01 

property interests in th 

shares, namely 1/600 of the original property, eac! 

would be entitled to 1/600 of the net benefit fron 
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shares e new. credits ()f course none of the 

if these participating owners are exactly equal. 

Their correct relationship can only be determined 

y exact appraisal. [| do not mean appraisal im 

ollar values based on the usual method of arriy 

What | advocate 

analvsis of the property 

¢ at a market or sale price. ~ 

detailed = cconomic 

govern value wall ~ erein all of the factors which 

e expressed in terms of percentages, that is to say 

a ratio of the individual property to total tor 

he Tract 

epresentative ratios, we may, by properly weight 

When we have obtained a series of 

them, work out the resultants and thus ex 
1 

ress the values of the imdividual properties m 

terms of fractional ownership in the Tract. bach 

ner may then be given an [equity Trust Certs 

cate which will establish his participation in the 

Phereatter Wvthing slum rehabilitation project 

that is done to improve the property will be en 
] 

ved by each of the tractional owners in direct 

proportion to his percentage of ownershiy Phere 

can be no complaint that low interest rates on gov 

ernment credits or linutation of taxes to land value 
only will set up imequitable advantages in the 

neighborhood hecause all persons interested wl 

receive their proportionate share of benetit 

Conclusions 

Where have we arrived What is the import ot 

the suggestions which | am putting forward? They 

sound new and strange because we have not been 

iccustomed to thinking of units as large as eight 

block census tracts as an organic entity his con 

ception of the census tract as the entity for im 

provement imstead of an individual plot is the chiet 

Innovation in the proposal. [ don’t propose to ac 

complish the impossible by trying to rebuild the 
\\ hat | propose 

te do is just what any corporate group of stock 

entire eight blocks at one time 

holders would do in the rehabilitation of a single 

all they 

vns a share in the entire building, second they 

Lulding Kirst of recognize that each 

cognize that their common welfare depends upon 

e efhciency and prosperity of the whole building 
d that they can only keep it prosperous by dome 

little to it continuously and progressively 
| am well aware that in an eight-block census 

ict, each of the 320 equity holders hangs with 
naclous pride to the fact that he 1s lord and 
ister within the boundaries of his 25-foot lot 

is is a laudible sentiment irrespective of what 
300 mortgagees may think about it. It is time 

wever for the 320 owners to wake up and face 

tacts lest their sentiments fade into illusions. 
up ownership can conserve the fading interests 
lespairing property owners. They have only 

‘rasp the conception of the thing, to make cer 
that the necessary details will be worked out. 

S possible to be absolutely fair. Proportionate 

res can be determined by economic analysis. 
‘re groups of owners put themselves into such 
osition it will be possible for them to utilize 
vreat credits now available for housing with 
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MEDIAN MONTHLY APARTMENT RENT FOR ENTIRE AREA IN |93 

MEDIAN APARTMENT RENT IN B K #1916 FOR DECEMBER 952 

DIAGRAM IV 

The new units shown in block No. 1918 are designed to occupy 
the space which is shown cleared on diagram Il. Instead of 
separating the units in order to place them ‘exactly’ upon 
the location of the least economical present buildings, the 

new buildings are shown grouped near the east end of the 
block in the interest of a coherent plan of future development. 

The five new Z-plan units contain a total of 420 rooms, and 
would cost today, including carrying charges, $325,435. There- 
fore the erection of these new units will increase the carrying 
costs of the block per month as follows: 

LAND—owned already by the group of owners in 
the tract 0 

BUILDINGS—interest @ 4% orn entire cost; 
monthly charge of $1,084 
Amortization on same @ 2%; monthly charge 542 

OPERATING EXPENSES— including insurance, ad- 
ministration, fuel, etc.. @ $4 per room; monthly 

charge 1,680 

Total additional monthly costs $3,306 

The 420 additional rooms would, after deducting the above 
expenses, bring in the following additional monthly incomes 
dependent upon the rents charged for rooms: 

$1! per room per month leaves net of $1,304 

$12 per room per month leaves net of 1,724 
$12.50 per room per month leaves net of 1,934 

From Diagram Ill we see that from the present operation 
of the block $6,268 is available monthly to pay interest and 
amortization charges on present mortgages and profit on 
equities, after deducting taxes and operating expenses. At 
the same average this would leave $50,000 for the 8 blocks. 

If $1,000,000 of R. F. C. money is put directly into new 
housing, 15 units wtih 1,260 rooms could be built. At $i! 

per room per month this would leave, after charges on new 
capital and operating costs, a balance of $3,900 monthly. 
In other words, $1,000,000 of new capital, if applied directly 
to construction, will, after earning its own way, add 8% to 
earnings on present capital. 

out fear of disastrous dislocations in real estate. 

It should be known that the diagrams published 
herewith have been made possible by the Archi- 
tect’s Emergency Committee. The diagrams are 

a part of the studies undertaken by the Committee 
on Land Utilization of the New York Building 

Congress. It should be made clear, however, that 

the Congress does not advocate any specific 
policy. All suggestions in regard to group action 

by owners and mortgagees are made solely upon 

my own responsibility. 



Wit 1 the possible exception of LUIS, a vear whe 

f war surmounted all other activity requirements ¢ 

residential building construction during 1932 wa 

probably lower than in any year since t | 

ning of the present century 7 

if the Mountains IX icky 

awarded during 1932 totaled $280,007 ,900 | 

figure represented a decline of almost 66 per cet 

from 1931 and was only 10 per cent of the doll 

volume reported during the peak year, 1928 Phi 

loss in the quantitative volume of residential bu 

ing was not nearly so great if allowance be mace 

for the drastic decline 1n construction costs during 

the interim 

Normally residential building represents betweet 

4) and 50 per cent of our total annual construction 
bill. During 1932, however, residential work a 

counted for only about 21 per cent of all cor 

struction that was undertaken. Before any genu 

ine sustained upward movement in construction 

mav be expected residential building must, it 

seems, begin to regain its position otf relative 
> 131 ] + las +) primary importance. It is not likely that this can 

be done during 1933; nor 1s it at the same t 

likely that the proportion of residential 

total construction in 1933 will fall materia 

low the ratio of 21 shown tor last veat 

\nalysis of the residential contract record 

1932 shows that out of a total of $280,067 900 for 

the 37 eastern states, $233,.336,700 went into 1 

nd 2-family houses while the remaining $26,731, 

artments, hotels, and 200 went for ay dormitories 

During the peak construction year for small houss 
building, 1928, contracts for 1 

aggregated $1,409,052,000 in the 37 states east of 

the Rockies while awards for apartments and 

hotels during the peak year for these types, in th 

case 1925, totaled $1,447 588,76 K) From thesc 

data two important points are apparent 1) that 
] aie a faa , 

at their respective peaks apartmet! and hotel con 

struction attained a higher contract leve 
1 

than did 

small houses and (2) that in 1932 small house 
] construction receded considerably less from. its 

peak than did apartments and hotel construction 

which at this writing is almost at the vanishing 

point. 

Money cannot be expected logically to flow into 
enterprises where the speculative hazards are in 
definable. What then is the prospect for resi 
dential building in the light of the imponderables 
of the times? 

Residential building during 1933 may quite pos 

aes sibly not attain the dollar total volume reported in 
1932. 
rate of decline in residential building since 1928 

The progressive acceleration in the annual 

residential contracts 

OUTLOOK FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

By L. SETH SCHNITMAN 
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ments, eeneral debt moratoria tO say nothing 
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resent ManNKINYE Giihculties are ult transitory al 

though they have brought with them many hard 
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‘ 1 
1) iddition, tiie eCCOonomie and S ological 

studies of housing ndition mamiinite ragct l I SINnY CoNnadwilons, Community needs, 

] 4? , i} ; C vs -) . ] t\ inning and the possibilities for architectural 

ictivity undertaken in such centers as Pittsburgh, 

Cleveland, Boston, Richmond, Providence, Kansas 

City and Detroit give large promise for the future 
' 

tT residentia nud 

lt is probably too soon to expect any importat 

nearby impetus to residential building to result 

from the creditable researches which are now 1 

Nonetheless the 

current crisis in the banking and financial world 

progress throughout the country. 

may, It seems, be counted upon to focus attentior 

on methodic plans for the rehabilitation and cleat 

ance of slum areas, wherever they may exist, as 

one of the many means of restoring balance to ow 

paralytic business and industrial mechanisms 

\ll in all the present low level of residential 
building seems to take on many of the aspects of 
recuperative power, which when once started 

should provide a logical basis for a firm and genu 

ine revival in construction activity generally. 
UMAR Crab see 



SERVICING APARTMENTS FOR LOWER RENTALS 
By HENRY WRIGHT, Architect 

| Although building costs are lower, maintenance costs have not declined proportionally. 
Mr. Wright compares European and American practice in central plant versus indi- 
vidual unit heating, and concludes that by considering maintenance items it may be 
possible to offer lower rentals and yet allow larger expenditures for the original ; 
construction. An itemized procedure directed toward this objective is proposed. 

T he earlier apartment house articles of mine which within the range of “walk-up” apartment and 
have appeared in The Record were not intended group dwellings.* The inconclusive indications of 
to constitute a connected series. They presented, that analysis that certain new forms of apartment 

rather, such aspects of planning or of community ized dwellings in three-story structures, without 

relationships as seemed of current interest or were common halls or other janitor services (except 

suggested by some particular experience at the heat) might compete favorably with four-story 

time. However, one may trace in them an evolu apartments on land up to $5 have been subse 

tionary development of the use of analytical proc quently strengthened New evidence has been 
esses in connection with architectural design. The compiled by preparing plans and taking bids on a 

levelopment may be followed in the articles of unit similar to that shown on page 155 of the 

March, 1929, December, 1931, December, 1932 March, 1932, issue, and by investigating the pos 
nd March, 1932. sible use of automatic gas-fired individual hot 

It is gratifying to know that these articles have water heating for small apartments. 
een noted by technicians both at home and abroad, \ thorough consideration of the low-cost apart 

articularly in Germany | am told that plates ment is, in my judgment, one of the most im 

rom the 1929 article were enlarged for exhibit portant matters in connection with future housing 
t an exposition of that vear in Breslau, and a for the wage-earning groups. For them well de 

ranslation of the full December, 1931, article ap veloped communities of detached — single-family 
peared in Jl/oderne Bauformen ot June, 1932 houses will be no more possible in the future than 

Both the intent and limitations of these articles in the past. On the other hand, the large apart 

seem to have been gener: sally appreciated—they laid ment neither desirable nor necessary, especially 
claim to completeness or finality, but attempted under present more reasonable land costs combined 

place before the architect the principles under with a full development of the possibilities of lower 

g an analytical approach by which he might than four-story buildings which eliminate unnec 
vance more safely and directly towards effective essary common. services he immediate impor 

nd economic planning of moderate-cost housing tance of this matter seems to warrant its being 

he need for a scientific procedure was never more carried on to greater length, both analytically and 

gent than at present. as to its community application. 
extensive studies of plan efficiency, of circula \We may take as an example the recent experi 

and household arrangements within the apart ence of a housing company which has built suc 

ent unit, have been made by German architects, cessive apartment units, one just before the begin 
irticularly Dr. Alexander Nlein of Berlin. How ning of the depression and two in subsequent 

er, I do not find in recent German work any vears, and has succeeded, doubtless through more 

reater consciousness of the important relationship efficient planning as well as lower cost of labor 

h exists between the factors of building de and materials, in reducing the first cost of apart 

gn and those of depreciation and maintenance ments considerably more than 20 per cent, al 
in I find in our own. It 1s doubtless true that though retaining similar design and improving the 

demand has been, for the most part, to pro equipment. However, maintenance costs have re 

e the best possible space within the smallest mained practically stationary. This means that at 
ginal capital costs, while the opportunity to fi tention has been centered only on building cost 
nce the best ultimate product where first cost reduction, although reduction of maintenance cost 

uuld be increased has, as with us, been limited has become of proportionately greater importance 

his has definitely retarded progress on the part as the capital costs of the building have been re- 
the architect in developing the relationship be duced. Without asserting it as a fact, it is at least 

veen “first costs’ and “use costs’ which must reasonable to suppose that a more thorough con- 

derlie a permanently sound solution of our sideration of use costs throughout the process of 

using problem. design might have sugeested a construction in 

} lt is for this reason that I am in the present vhich some added building cost would have been 

: ticle undertaking to bring forward a step further more than offset by reduced operating cost. (See 
analysis of last year in which this basic re Plate “.\. which is an assumed typical, not actual, 

tionship was studied, with particular reference to a Lee . 
° oe aii - , ole 4s A Group Dwelling” is ome re than two suites, all of 
feasibility of taller and lower-storied buildings which are accessible without alls or stairs 
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representation of the two methods of procedure 

In the limited observance of recent German 

practice which has been possible at the time otf 

writing, | have a distinct impression that here, as 

with us, greater progress has been made in plan 

ning than in adjustment of the tactors which enter 

into building maintenance as well as into the fam 

ily budget, in fuel and other imeidentals. German 

experience in planning large related communities 

of group and multi-family dwellings during the 

active building years of 1925-1931 reached very 

extensive proportions and the results provide a 

wide range of characteristic building types, whicl 

seem in the more recent years to have trended 

toward the three story, two apartments per starr, 
standard tor urban housing. Their most striking 

phases of evolutionary development have, however, 

taken place in regard to building exposure and 

grouping rather than in regard to building plans, 

and it is dithcult even now to find any clear-cut 

conclusions or unanimity of opinion as to the rela 

tive merits of dwellings of various tvpes or num 

bers of stories. Especially in recent work, the 
excesses or oddities of the modern mode have been 

considerably more restrained than in the earher 

period, and except for adjustment to an entire lack 

of window reveal, the outward form of such work 

strikes one as both satisfactory and appropriate 
Inwardly, however, although the plans are for the 

most part orderly, there are many features which 
leave one in doubt as to the advance or moderniza 

tion of German methods, or the attainment of a 

fully balanced handling of all the factors involved. 
The retention of individually applied heat in 

some of the nicest recent buildings devoted to 

otherwise efficient small apartments would seem 

to be questionable. [ach four-room apartment 
thus requires three stoves, and each double four 
room unit four chimneys, or three chimneys and 

two halves, as well as such heat as is produced 

in heating hot water and cooking in bathroom and 

kitchen. (Incidentally, a specially efficient quick 
hot-water heater is used and this is located in the 

bathroom, thus avoiding overheating the kitchen. 

It would seem possible that the cost of two stoves 

and two half chimneys for each apartment of this 

s 0 A Ze 
s ome s Pee) Be 

- All site costs uniform 
- All building costs except taxes at 5% interest 

Depreciation at 2% 
- Maintenance at £40 except 193!c 
- Saving in insurance and repairs <=Ftoor 

i 

size, not te mention the space occupied meluding 

the cellar coal storage, night be replaced by som 

form of central or automatic heat if all the com 

bined first costs and use costs were considered 

Phe imeonvemence of stoves in the apartment 1s, 

however, mitigated by the general use of clean coal 

Lriquettes and the very attractive and MCcoMspIleu 

ous square glazed tile stoves, such as one would 
like to ship home tor the tarmbhouse (See pla 

Plate “B’—B. Tout, architect. ) 

\n interview with the manager for one of thie 

largest owners of modern rental apartments 1 

Berlin seems to run counter to mv assumptions im 

this matter. lle assures me that even in first cost 

has proved cheaper to build these chimneys and 

install stoves than to provide central heat 1 an 

still, however, in doubt as to the tull considera 

tion of all factors, meluding furniture space mM 

rooms and the possibilitv, with the customary top 

story storage space, ol elinuinating basements now 

required for coal bins tor tenants 

Phe tactor of providing | wal Is probably thr 

largest and most complex in the whole subject ot 
1 
housing development It is also one which will, 

it least im the United states, most determine 

changes in the form ot large scale provects of thre 

future Phe matter of various possibilities for the 
1 

supply of heat has, therefore, been taken to 

lustrate the analytical balancing of capital and use 

costs in the following study \s already suggested, 

the availability of a practical, automatic, individual 

heating plant is the most important factor im_ the 

development of the three-story, otherwise not 

serviced group dwelling Phe installation of such 

form of heating may be retarded if we fail to 

contrast this factor with the complete COSTS Of thre 

new form 

least the following tenis Central heat implies at 

he construction or capital costs of all boiler, pip 

ing, and other installations, together with any 

idded building space required or space whiel 
nught otherwise be emploved, now used for boilet 

room, stack, fuel storage, or spoiled by the Passave 

of large pipes. This must be capitalized and ex 

tended to include taxes and depreciation (at a con 

siderably higher rate than the building structure ) 

PLATE "A" 

Graphic presentation of added effect of adjustment of 
building and maintenance costs to reach a minimum 
rental. Values expressed in rentals per room per month. 

Upper pair of graphs shows reduced rental effected 
by 20° reduction in building cost only. 

Lower pair shows additional saving to be effected by 
improved construction (such as fireproofing) in which 
an increased building cost of 5°% at 1931 prices may 
be counterbalanced by a reduction of '/4°% in depre- 
ciation and 7!/,°% in maintenance costs. 
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and reduced to annual capital charges; to this must 

be added fuel and all janitoring and engineering 

costs, actual or contributory ; and, finally, that part 

of management made necessary bv supervising and 

accounting his latter item becomes increasingly 

unportant as other types of common service are 

eliminated by automatic installations. We cannot 

iW \merica conceive of a general return to stove 

heat, but on the other hand the factor of heating 

shortly becomes the only factor requiring daily 
building owner services. Even more may then be 

paid for the annual heat bill if it finally eliminates 
il daily janitor or other service and with it all 

nanagemental services connected with providing 

partment space, except those services customarily 
ertormed by any good rental agency :—inspec- 

ion, contracting for repairs and renovation, and 

enting items which comprise 35 per cent or less 

the present management costs of serviced apart 
ents. 

Che accompanying chart, Plate “C,” reveals the 

rge number of complex factors which enter into 

e provision of heat from a central plant for any 
ven project. When all factors of capital cost, 
preciation, services and management are consid 

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

PLATE ''B’ 

Three-story apartment groups in Britz-ldeal Siedlung in suburbs 
of Berlin. Bruno Tout, architect. 

Standard 2!/2-room apartment comprises living room, two bed- 
rooms, kitchen and bath. (The smaller bedroom, measuring 
7‘x13’, is counted as '/2 room.) One separate chimney be- 
tween bath and kitchen; two half chimneys. Three tile stoves 
furnished by renting company. 

cred, the actual fuel consumption, even in auto 

matically controlled oil-fired boilers, becomes a 

matter of only 40 per cent to 50 per cent of the 
total charges. The indirect costs arising from all 

this complexity are enormous and retard the direct 

and effective approach to a rational solution of the 

problem 

It will not be out of place to study the implica 
tions of Plate “*( Which may encourage similar 

analysis of other factors. The upper diagram, |, 
shows roughly the full capital costs to the left and 

the janitoring and attendant management costs to 
the right of the cross hatched space representing 

fuel consumption. Out of a charge of $21 per 

room per vear, not including loss in rentable space 

due to boiler room and piping, only $9 is devoted 
te actual fuel. It has been assumed, as shown by 
recent investigation in relation to a large New 

York project, that at the local price of gas with 

no concession for a greatly increased consumption, 

heat supplied by individual apartment gas hot 

water (radiator) installation, now practicable with 
existing equipment, would cost somewhat more 

than centrally developed steam heat. The amount 

assumed is $22 per room per year, no actual ex 
perience being available. 

Taking $21 and $22 as average costs, the di 

rectly generated heat has these contributory ad 
vantages: (1) the tenant wishing to economize 

in his use of heat will be directly benefited and 
can probably bring the average cost well below 

the $22; (2) the owner of the apartment may be 

able, in case of vacancy, to burn no more than a 
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$19 is fue 

ta t4 
s o ; : iM] 

_= 

any suite 

Ia 

x [| a oe Ce 

a= ‘ 4 

any suite 

MI Mechanical equipment 
a Boiler room and stack 

D Depreciation 3% in 1, 4%in 1, 2% in I 

F Fuel 

E Engineers, etc 
M Maintenance 

p Piping and radiation only 

small pilot light to avoid treezing 1 water pipes 

thus saving S11 ot 

wo dollars more 

naturally close to the heater, 

the $13 devoted to fuel in II 

is saved if he entirely turns off heat as in | 

Each of these advantages 1s augmented it heat 

is piped ] 

Both 

owner and 

from public utility mains in the street 

plant equipment owned by the apartment 

lepreciation of expensive boiler room 

installation are eliminated, and average fuel cost, 

even at a total of $19 per room per vear, amounts 

te $15 as compared with $9 in | Phe result will 

be that the careful tenant saving 20 per cent in his 

heat requirements in [| (which could only with 
1 } difficulty be credited to him), 

only $1.80, while in IIIT the same tenant saving 20 

would actually save 

per cent would save an actual $3.88, which could 

readily be credited to him by the provision of meter 

SETVICE It seems altogether possible that the cum 

wlative factors of saving, the reduction of com 

plexity in design and management, the release ot 

space for other use, the encouragement of care on 

the part of the tenant, might if taken all togethet 

allow warrant an apparent net monthly average 

ance for heat under plans II or III considerably 

greater than for the usual method of central 

project heat in example I. 

is only But heating, as important as it may be, 

one of many similar items of cost and upkeep 

which penetrate into the whole rent structure. If, 

as now seems entirely feasible, we can evolve a 

type of desirable multiple dwelling which will ac 

complish the conveniences for which the apart 

ment has heretofore been thought necessary, and 

yet avoid the multiplied complications of installa 
tion, maintenance and managerial costs, it is pos 

sible that a very considerable increase may be al 
lotted to original building costs, and rentals still be 
reduced. 

Each element in the following list contributes 

to the desired result, but it is the cumulative effect 

$24 net +o%23 

of which 

$22 average 
for all tenants 

519.60 saving of 
202 in heat in 

#19 average 
including > 15 
Paid for fuel 

516 saving of 
20% in heat in 

PLATE "C 

Theoretical presentation of relationship of factors in 
Apartment Rental which result from providing heat in 
various ways. Experience in (Il) and (III) is limited, 

but mechanical equipment is available. Note: Each step 
toward individual control and elimination of installation 
and maintenance costs increases the proportionate impor- 

tance of fuel and possible economical use by the tenant. 
For example, if the tenant is careful and uses 20% less 

he saves $1.80 in (I), $2.40 in (Il) and actual heat 

$3 in (Ill). 

(1) Heat applied from central plant. Dotted space 
represents indeterminate loss in space rendered unrent- 

able or less rentable by presence of large heating ducts. 

(Ila) Heat supplied by individually generated hot 
water radiation in each suite. 

(IIb) Optional saving by individual tenant if careful. 
Dotted space represents adjusted cost of heat main- p p 
tained in vacant apartments to prevent freezing. 

(IIla) Heat obtained from Public Utility Company 
mains, requiring investment only in small piping and 
radiation, with low depreciation and maintenance costs. 

(IIIb) Effect of a 20° saving in actual heat used by 
careful tenant because fuel cost constitutes so large 
a proportion of total cost. 
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1 
organization Heat or fuel in any of the probable 

new ftorms can reach the individual | ulding Ol 

h pipes at some distance dwelling from. the throug 

delivery truck. These three principal services may 

provided (a) without theretore, be necessitating 

] street frontage for a given building unit, and (by) 

with a reduction, if not almost full elimination, 

of services on the part of the owning and manag 

INS} ction ing company beyond those of renting, 

and such new and desirable supervision of com 

munity and self service activities as may be re 

tained or introduced. 

In considering the effect on rentals as between 

the four-story common hallway and_ three-story 

individual stairway types proposed last year, de 

ductions were made for the upkeep of the stair 
halls only. Now we may safely add to the counter 

savings from the full automatic services, (a) a 
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new efficiency of site use, particularly on large city 

locks: (bh), 1f desired, the holding of all land im 

individually cared for gardens (previously indi 

ited), and finally, (¢) the much larger and more 

significant elimination of costs of management ot 

laily services lo demonstrate the results which 

mght be anticipated trom this complete new or 

ranization of the rental problem would necessitate 

e treatment of many additional items in the same 

Banner a we have treated the item of heat \ll 

that can le attempted here is to set down a graphi 

representation of how the factors seem to be 

OULTIV dls] osed 

In the 1932 studies a comparison was made or 

‘liminating certain items from the us hie MSIS OF ¢ 

mamtenance budget, with no consideration for 

he accompanying reductions 1n management and 

neidentals. Having, however, now eliminated prac 

cally all services requiring managemental supe1 
1 

sion, the cumulative results of the new organiza 

m can be effectively demonstrated in chart [1-2 

the first diagram on Plate “DD” represents 1 

letail the probable combined shifts in the annua 
, 

rent schedule resulting, in the case of a similar 

uur-story walk-up apartment, from (a) fireproot 

ng the construction, (b) introducing more auto 

itic firing of central heating plant, and (¢) in 

wlucing the mechanical refrigerator and ineiner: 

tor, the latter offset in cost by eliminating the 

lumb-waiter Che added costs are capitalized be 
i 

5c Engineering reduced by 
Engineers 300 | more automatic equip 

300 ment. Mechanicol refria 

Jonitoring 400 | eration with large depre 
? } | 3.00 ciation 

Stairha 2.50 | t Janitoring reduced by some 
- L 4 2 50 Stairha!! 

+ 4 

2 | 

+ Renevarog | 10.09 800 All items of upkeep 

_— » reduced by more per 
| manent and fireproof 

y | 50 construction 
nsurance 125 

3.00 
Repairs 3.25 

f 38.00 New total maintenance 
Former total 40.00 

maintenan ' ’ ae Added interest and taxes required 
for increased building cost and 
equipment 

PLATE "DI" 

Detailed analysis of approximate distribution of main- 
tenance and management costs in old type nonfireproof 

4-story walk-up apartment building with dumbwaiters 
and ice refrigeration, and reduction and shift of cor- 
responding factors resulting from better construction 
and substitution of incinerators and mechanical re- 
frigeration. 

line ($38) and with decreased low the maintenance 

depreciation should not quite equal saving in main 

tenance as follows: reduced insurance, repairs and 
renovation: reduced janitoring ; and reduced man 

agement \n inerease occurs in depreciation On 

refrigerator, but part of this should become a spe 

lal service charge offset by food saving 

While in the case of the four-story building 

the net result is small, we have added to the com 

fort of the tenant, reduced the annoyances ot the 

management, eliminated noises and passage of ver 

nun through the dumb-waiter and, most important 

»] all, have released the problem from Various 

complications which now most interfere with set 

ting up the nonserviced three or two-story apart 

mentized group dwelling 

Phe second part of Plate “1° shows these 

inal savings aimed at in the 3-story type in further 

lanagement and maintenance savings” resulting 

trom the elimination of all central services through 

te automization of all conveniences and 

the elimination also of internal common halls and 

stairs and the maintenance of all green space by 

the various tenants. 

Janitoring disappears altogether and 1s replaced 

yy a small contract service for the incinerators 

(Only a very small management allowance 1s main 

tained on the assumption that heat instead of re 

quiring engineers will be provided in either one or 

the other plan shown as IIT or III on plate “ 

Rent Collection 3.00 

Supervision 400 

3.00 Rent Collection 
50 Supervision services 

by contract 

Fue! 9.00 

Fuel directly applied 

13.50 increased by great 
Engineers 3.00 er heat loss in 3 

stories 

Refrigeration 
Depreciation 3.00 

Refrigeration 
3.00 Depreciation 

Janitoring 3.00 

Stair hall 2.50 200 Contracted services 
Primarily for 

Ineinerotors 

Renovating 8.00 
800 Renovating 

Insurance 50 

Repairs 

38.00 33.50 

PLATE "D2" 

Analysis of maintenance and management factors as 
altered by adoption of apartment plan with private 
access to all suites, as suggested for 3-story dwellings 
in March 1932 issue of The Architectural Record. 
(See following page for plans of this apartment type.) 
Savings are also possible in 2-story flat dwellings. 
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Left: First Floor. 

Below: Second Floor. 

a i : Pe wd d Right: Alternate 

tha os za Third Floor Plans. 

Henry Wright, Architect. 

While the probable savings directly etfected seem 

to be small ($5), they are sufficient to balance in 

creased land charges for three stories above four, 

on land at $2 per square foot as shown im chart 

i 

Recent information indicates that three-story 

construction is cheaper than four-story on the basis 

of a similar common stair plan his was indi 

cated by technical studies in March 1932 and re 

cently confirmed by bids taken on three and tour 

story (identical plan) stuclies for a large project 

to be executed in all metal exterior construction 

and insulated metal surface materials, thus indi 

cating a continued advantage even under pre-fabri 

cated methods. However, it may be that certaim 

slight losses in plan efficiency incidental to the in 
dependent stair three-story type may equalize these 
savings. We need but assume the same amount 

(here $750 per room) for the two forms to show 
even the cost advantage of the three-story type 

In column (2) on land up to $2 per square foot 
Plate “E” the $33 total maintenance cost for the 
three-story tvpe, combined with a land cost re 
sulting from 34 as many rooms in three as com- 

pared with four stories, and the elimination of 

common landscape costs, results in a rent of $1 
per room less per year than the four story, column 

(1). This small advantage may be used to pro- 

vide for common maintenance of part of the land- 

scape work either for the individual small tenant 

plots or for throwing much of the space into com 
mon lawn. 

Two, or two and one-half-story group types 
may be developed which, having less loss for stair 
way space and greater plan freedom, can probably 

PROPOSED TYPE OF LOW-COST APARTMENTS 
Piot 260’ by 460’ to street line; 42'/2 per cent cover- 
age; twenty-four 14-room and thirty-two |2-room units. 

Block Plan of 2'/2- and 3!/2- 
Story Group Dwellings. 

be built for less construction cost than either the 

three or four-story types. Placing the differential 

at $50, an equal rental may be maintained on $2 

land \rchitectural interest night then be obtained 

vith an average of 2 stories, by combining two 

ind three-story buildings. Column (3) Plate “l 

is the rental chart for the simple 2!2 story con 

struction 

In order lo complet the analvsis of the more 

usual problems involved in current developments, 

may be well to associate with this study. the 

simplest elements in the comparative cost of four 

story walk up and six-story elevator apartments 

lt is now permitted, in New York, to build in non 
fireproof construction six-story as well as four 

story apartments. There is usually somewhat less 

than S5O ditference in favor of construction cost 

of the six-story) structure, excluding costs for 

elevator installation (except shaft and penthouse ) 

\bout the same ratio would be maintained for 

fireproof construction im both cases as here as 

sumed. The saving, however, in capital costs, 
landscape and land costs, combined with the same 

maintenance costs, is only half enough to offset 

the added capital and maintenance costs for the 

] elevator where land is assumed at $2 per foot and 
equal coverage. At $4 per foot the costs are prac 

tically equalized, again assuming an equal ground 

coverage and that no extra space for the elevator 
is provided in the assumed gross area per room 
However, no such favorable showing for the ele 

vator building can be shown in reality, since to 
secure 1O8 rooms in a six-story elevator unit, or 
18 rooms per floor, necessary to reaching the $14 
per year charge, a more wasteful plan can not be 



ivoided, and the cost per room for the structure 

in the six-story building is more likely to equal if 
not exceed that of the four. This is too compli 

cated a study to introduce here, but the relation 

ship of the factors involved can at least be projected 

on the basis of Plate “I.” 

Phe significance of these principles will be read 

ily appreciated in relation to the future design and 

levelopment of modern communities. here is 

no lack of indications that the pressure of artificial 

land values is being and will continue to be re 

heved The wholesale foreclosure of mortgage 

bonds and even first mortgage losses on large high 

serviced apartment structures of the boom pert 

will eliminate such dwellings from new invest 

ment in such buildings for many vears, leaving the 

icld open for these simpler new types. But most 

portant of all, the tall apartment dwelling has 

een a precipitous and illogical transition from out 

raditions of scattered small homes to a too highly 

artificial form of living. The apartment was a 

forced plant created to meet the demands of a 

favored few who could pay for its complexity and 

waste. But now the conveniences until lately ex 

pected only in the apartment are demanded and 

reasonably expected by the average family and, 

fortunately, they can be met without resorting to 

the apartment of the high building, central serviced 

type, but instead with the more desirable and pleas 

ing low group building, automatically serviced. In 

addition, the quantity of service individually re 

quired may be more readily adjustable to the vary 

ing needs and fortunes of the individual occupant. 

Incidental to these mechanical possibilities, the 

range of opportunity for architectural interest in 

building and community design has been enhanced 

at least a hundredfold and the student has been 

offered a chance to develop new forms of housing 

to replace those which have so imperfectly served 

the requirements of the average family 

Vacancies > 50 b- Management 
wea te pr limited to rent 

Ma ement 00 
neg and minor 

Supervision 

Maintenance 

including (c 3100 
Jomtoring PLATE "E" (Right) 

Chart shows combined effect of increased land costs, Depreciation ct 13.00 
counterbalanced by reduced upkeep costs in (1) four- 
story common hall apartments, (2) three-story private 
entrance, and (3) two-story flats in which building 

€ d-Care inciner 
ator, etc, by 
contract 

F - Incinerotion 
by fewer saites 
Per \nonerator 

46 

Reduced cost of 
2 story building 

by new moterials economies due to ease of erection of new pre-fabri- interest on 
with slow deprec 

cated units may be anticipated and which may equalize building cost $700 ation 
. . d + 

the increased land cost for 2!/2 stories or for 2- and °° (2%NS 9 
3-story grouping. » Landscape care 

50 mz reduced by space 
; i 7 individual 

Lancscare 2.7 Ta Suidane 

Interest ond taxes For 2% stories 

on land at 7h% tan] 

Vacancies at 5% 

Management 70 
Ca (see D) “ 

Maintenance 3100 

Depreciation 12.25 
at 1%% 

Interest and taxes 
on £750 at 7% 

Landscape core 

Interes} and taxes 
on land at 74% 
on *250 

Total for 4 ¢. 
story building 136 00 
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PLATE "F" (Left) 

Chart shows complete annual charges per room for: 
(1) Four-story walk-up apartment, 200 square feet per 
room, 40°% coverage on land @ $2 per square foot. 
(2) Six-story elevator apartment, same gross room size 
and coverage. Extra space occupied by elevator or 
extra management not considered. Al! elevator costs in 
item "E" based on $1,500 a year for 108 rooms. 
(3) Same as (1) except land cost is doubled to $4 
per square foot. (4) Same as (2) with $4 land, indi- 
cating equalization of land and elevator costs if no 
account is taken for added space occupied by elevator 
and reduced exposure in 6-story buildings with same 
coverage as 4-story buildings. 

Factors assumed as unchanged, although there should 
be some theoretical increase owing to extra manage- 
ment and elevator maintenance, as well as an increased 
charge for vacancies with a larger total as indicated 
by dotted lines. 

Building cost, except elevator, assumed as $50 per 
room less in 6-story than in 4-story buildings. Both 
considered as fireproof. 
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A NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT FOR RADBURN, N. J. 
By LEO LEVINE* 

Purpose of Study 

lo cle velop a resice 1 tial Ni 1g] be rh oc 

proper housing, within the me 

$1,500 to $3,000 income bracket 

The Property 

The site selected 1s an actual piece of 

at Radburn, New Jersey It is 158 acres in ex 

tent and is surrounded completely by important 

arterial highways 

Transportation Facilities 

New York Citv, Paterson, Passai 

important business centers are easil\ 

means of railroad, motorbus and tax 

opment is large enough to warrant the operatio: 

of a bus system of its own for the convenience ot 

conmimnuters to the metropolitan New Yor] are 

The Street System 

(he major interior streets are 
] — dar saieelie, ow land in order to provide a 

flow ot the sewage, hich leaves tl property S 

the northeast via Radburn Road South: these 1 Shopping Facilities 

terior streets subdivide the property into supe Most of the busin V1 ire confined to 

blocks of suitable size for further development the Market Square hrough this concentration of 

Provision 1s made for fast and slow traftic Ali shopping facilities unnecessary duplication of stores 
t roads are designed for their intensity of use. The is avoided. The Market Square serves as a si 

vide arterial roads and the staggered openings to for motion picture theater, hotel, local newspapet 

the property discourage unnecessary traffic fron library, bank, restaurant, ete 
entering the Unit. The interior streets are 40 feet 

wide with 24-foot roadbeds; service roads to the Housing 
: eee ec: EN An writs 12.% : 
cul-de sacs are 30 feet wide with 18-foot roadbeds. Individual free-standing houses. houses paired 

. oe in twos or grouped in rows of from three to nine, 
Recreation Facilities ; os > 

rows of two-family houses, apartment houses—all 
[he extensive system of interlacing park area are used to provide ample accommodation for vari 

provides play space for young and old just out ous income groups as well as for individual prefer 

"Student thesis. School of Architecture. Cor ] iversit) ences. 
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FOR RADBURN NEW JERSEY 
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ILLUSTRATED 

NEWS 

ELEVATED HIGHWAY AROUND MANHATTAN 

New York City has made a start on the construc 

tion of the marginal elevated express highway. 

Sections so far completed cannot perform then 

createst usefulness until the highway 1s completely 

extended around the island of Manhattan 

\ceording to the general plan, the highway 

would have no crossings, would follow the watet 

front, and would be reached by ramps running 

from the street level (which would be occupied by 

slow moving traffic), to feed North and South 

Hows of trafic. This plan has been followed o1 

the section now constructed on the Hudson Rive 

from Canal Street northward to 22nd Street, bx 

tween 22nd and 38th Streets, now nearing con 

pletion, and the section from 59th to 72nd Street 

\ll sections will be consolidated as rapidly as the 

stretch between 38th and 48th Streets, and 48tl 

and 57th Streets, where piers are being constructed 
by the dock department: and 37th to 59th Streets 
tre completed. 

HOME MODERNIZING CAMPAIGN 

With the assistance of architects, the Building and 

Real Estate Divisions of the Elmira, New York. 

\ssociation of Commerce are sponsoring a home 

modernizing movement. \ housing survey was 

made to determine types of families in the Elmira 

area, the size of families, occupaney and housing 

needs 

MODERN DRIFT IN CHICAGO 

“As an evidence of the drift of tendencies among 

Chicago artists,” says the News Letter of the Art 

Institute of Chicago, “it may be mentioned that 

the voting majority of them favor the ‘modern’ 

viewpoint. This was revealed when the entries 

were sent in for exhibition at the forthcoming 

annual showing of work by the Artists of Chi 

cago and Vicinity.” This exhibition opened at 
the Art Institute on January twelfth and will re 
main on view in the East \Wing Gallery until 

March fifth. Every artist wishing to enter work 

in the show had to choose either a “conservative” 

or a “modern” jury by which his work should be 

judged. Many thought the “conservative” would 

be the favorite, but it turned out that the “modern” 

jury had more of the judging to do by some five 

per cent. 

The American Magazine of Art, 

February, 1933 
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PROPOSED THIRTY MILE SF. 
AUTOMOBILE ROADWAY a eee 

ALONG THE SHORE LINE «gate "etl 
OF MANHATTAN |. es e 

. ' yt | RAMP TO 
» — ELEVaTeo 

=~. ROADWay 
ad 

Proposed elevated highway around Manhattan. 

WATERTIGHT TERRA COTTA MASONRY 

(On comparing a terra cotta wall, with a unit si 

12 x 24 inches and having a ',;” Jot thickness 

with a standard brick wall, we tind a 1:7 ratiw 

1 mortar area and a 2:7 ratio in linear contac 

\Ithough these 

facts indicate a reduction in the opportunity ot 

between mortar and the unit 

moisture passage, nevertheless where exposure ts 

severe, especially with copings and with horizontal 

hand courses, it is important to take suitable pre 

cautions, including: 

1. Design of mortar which will properly balance 

plasticity, flexibility and water-retaining capacity 

with bond and compressive strength and durability 

and reasonable speed of setting 

?, Jomts ranging from 3/16 to ‘4 inch wher 

the uniformity of the unit will permit 

3. Mortar plastered on ends and units shoved 

nto place 

+. Joints tool-finished at point of initial set 

5. Back-up of hollow units with webs vertical 

designed to go with terra cotta, in order to provic 

drainage, ventilation and some heat insulation 

6. Coping units should be provided with a me 
chanical seal for all vertical joints 

7. For tuck pointing, use a mortar that has 

stood for about two hours. 

8. For glazed surtaces, use a retempered mortar 

or paint the surface about two hours before laying 
with portland cement. paint 

Synopsis of Report by Dr. F. O. Anderegy 

Before the American Ceramic Society, 
February 14, 1933 
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“THIS HOME, GLAZED WITH 
LIBBEY: OWENS- FORD QUALITY GLASS, 

WAS AWARDED A 

It is significant, though hardly surprising, that 

so many prize-winning homes are glazed with 

Libbey-Owens-Ford Quality Glass. Of course, 

the glass itself very probably has comparatively 

little to do with these awards, but the way in 

which fine glass emphasizes and enhances 

the architectural design and the way in which 

it blends the completed structure into a har- 

monious unit certainly makes an appreciable 

difference from every standpoint. Because 

Libbey -Owens- Ford Quality Glass is more 

brilliant and more beautiful, many architects 

specify it to insure the last detail in their plan- 

ning ... the atmosphere they seek to create. 

LIBBEY - OWENS: FORD GLASS COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO, 

> manufacturers of Highest Quality Flat Drawn Window Glass, 

Polished Plate Glass and Safety Glass; also distributors of 

Figured and Wire Glass manufactured by the Blue Ridge Glass 

Corporation of Kingsport, Tennessee. 

LIBBEY: OWENS: FORD 
QUALITY GLASS 

\rchitectural Record, March, 1933 

This residence, the home of Mrs. Richard B. Fudger, Beverly 
Hills, Cal., was awarded first prize in the sixth annual 
small house competition, western group, conducted by the 
magazine,” House Beautiful”. Roland E. Coate, Architect. 

701 Architects Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Eric Barclay,Con- 
tractor, Beverly Hills, Cal. « Above: General View, Street 
Elevation. ¢ Below: Exterior, Dining Room Bay Window. 
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A view of the new Chicago Post Office, on Canal Street between Van Buren and Harrison Streets in 
downtown Chicago, the largest post office in the world, which was recently dedicated and put into 
operation. It was constructed at a cost of $21,000,000. Graham, Anderson, Probst and White, architects. 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR MODERN HISTORICAL MONUMENTS 
ARCHITECTURE 

lhe Western Vennsvilvama Architectural Surv 
The fourth International Congress for Modern has been established for the purpose (1) of locat 

\rchitecture is to be held in Moscow trom June 1] ing buildings erected in this section before 1860 

to June 10. The subject to be discussed is ‘The insofar as these buildings are of importance archi 

Functional City.” tecturally and historically: (2) of compiling al 
\ll the work shown and the papers cliscussed collecting available pictures, drawings, and histor 

at the previous congresses will be exhibited I ical information of these existing buildings an 
connection with this there will be a very rigorously anv which have been demolished: (3) of makin 

selected survey of modern building in all countries measured drawings and pl otographs of a repre 

In addition to these exhibits the Soviet Gover inthe eiletieas al tae buildings for ultimat 
ment has planned a complementary “Exhibition of publication together with historical studies of t! 

Contributions to New Form of Existence.” buildings and of the development of architecturt 

, The Congress, which now represents 20 different in the region. All material collected will be as 
countries, has been officially invited to Moscow by sembled and permanently preserved in the colle 

the Soviet Government. Arrangements have been tions of the Historical Society of Western Pen: 

made by which nonmembers and nationals of coun cutmanatn 

tries that are not officially represented who join 

the “Circle of Friends of the International Con MIDGET CITY FOR DWARFS 

gresses for Modern Architecture” will be able to \ colony of miniature dwellings is planned for 
participate under the most favorable conditions as suburban tract in Berlin, Germany, according t 

regards traveling facilities, board and lodging. news reports, to house more than 100 families of 

\ll inquiries should be addressed to the General dwarfs, all circus people out of work because of 

: Secretary of the Congress: Dr. Siegfried Giedion, the depression. Rooms, furniture and cooking 
} Zurich, 7, Doldertal. 7, Switzerland. American equipment will be small and so will be the garde ' 

delegates: K. Lonberg-Holm; Richard J. Neutra and golf links. ; 

The Architectural Record, March, 19 >? 



IT 

STANDS 

ALONE 
in its 

excellence of design 

quality of materials 

high grade 
workmanship 

performance 

dollar value 

l \rchitectural Record, March, 1933 

SS RENEE DOAN GMMR 2 ke F you will examine 

the Penberthy Model K 

Sump Pumps and make your 

own comparisons, you will in- 

variably come to the conclusion 

that these Model K Pumps have no 

close rivals—that they stand alone. 

Limited space does not permit list- 

ing all features of these Model K 

Pumps, but your attention is directed 

particularly to the following: 

1. Rustproof because of copper 

and bronze construction 

throughout. 

2. Exceptionally rugged /% h.p. 
repulsion-induction motor 

having ball thrust bearing 

for vertical operation. 

3. Circuit breaker that protects 

motor against damage from 

overloading or improper 

voltage. 

4. Mercury switch that assures 

dependable operation. 

Penberthy Model K Automatic 

Electric Sump Pumps are made 

in five sizes for any sump depth 

up to 8 feet 6 inches. They are 

carried in stock by jobbers every- 
LIST PRICE 

‘soe 
% h. p. repulsion- 

induction motor. 

Maximum capacity 

3600 gal. per hour. 

PENBERTHY 
SUMP PUMPS 

23 

where. 

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO. 
Established in DETROIT Canadian Plant 

1886 Windsor, Ont. 
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Building during dan. 1932 taken as base 
Cc———] Above base 

Gam =Below Dace 
Figures denote percentage change fromm base 

Floor spoce for new building contracts 37 states 
@ast of the Rocky Mts, permit valuations for 
Rocky Mt and Pocific coast stotes 

opyriget American Map Co. NY Authorvind Mapmduction No SOR 

BUILDING TRENDS AND OUTLOOK 
By L. SETH SCHNITMAN 

] 
January contracts tor all classes of constructiot1 

awarded in the 37 Eastern States totaled $83,356, 

OOO. This is in contrast wi $81,219,300 for 

December, 1932, and $84,798400 for January 

vear ago. Gains over December were shown 

nonresidential building and public utilities of sutt 

cient size to more than counteract declines in resi 

dential building and public works. Increases ovet 

January, 1932, in public works and public utilities 

were not large enough to offset important losses 
| in residential and nonresidential building. 

January contracts for residential building were 

less than half as large as those reported for Janu 

ary, 1932; relatively, small house work fared bet 

ter than did apartments and hotels 

Of the thirteen territories east of the Rocky 

\lountains, four showed construction contract 

gains between December, 1932, and January, 1933; 
the Metropolitan area of New York, Southert 

Michigan, the Kansas City and New Orleans tet 

ritories. Contrasted with January, 1932, gains 
were shown in five territories: the Central North 

west, St. Louis, Kansas City, New Orleans, and 
lexas districts. For the Metropolitan area of 

New York and Upstate New York territories, the 
declines from a year ago were confined within 

relatively narrow limits; while for New England, 

the Middle Atlantic States, the Pittsburgh area, 

the Southeast, the (¢ hicago district, and Southern 

Michigan the losses were relatively large. 

MATERIAL PRICE MEASURING ROD* 

F. W. Dodge Corporation Composite Prices 
as Indicated in Explanation— 

Th Are hites tural Record, Marc h, 
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Clear away that 

ROOF-TOP JUNGLE! 
In drawing plans for modernization projects, 

let one antenna serve all radio receivers ... 

Plans for constructing or altering hotels, apartment houses, schools, 

hospitals or other large buildings should include a Western Electric Radio 

Frequency Distribution System, or a Program Distribution System. 

The Radio Frequency Distribution System furnishes antenna facilities 

for as many as 3000 radio receivers of any make, but requires only one 

aerial. Each set owner enjoys complete freedom of program selection, while 

reception will not be affected by interference from near-by electrical sources. 

The Program Distribution System supplies building-wide music or other 

entertainment from a central location. The source of programs may be 

Western Electric Radio Receivers, for receiving broadcasts; a Music Repro- 

ducer Set, which plays records; one or more Microphones, to pick up the 

programs of artists in the building. Loud Speaking Telephones, with selector 

facilities, distribute the programs to rooms or apartments. 

Selecting one or both systems depends upon the type of building and 

tenants to be served. Sound transmission specialists will gladly assist you. 

Western Elecfric 
| GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO., AR 3-33 

Graybar Building, New York, N. \ 

Gentlemen: Please send me complete information on 

RADIO FREQUENCY ee 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS = !ew_ 
T/ \irchitectural Record, March, 1933 

Western Electric Radio Frequency Distribution System 

Western Electric Program Distribution System [ 

A Only one antenna required. B—An- 
tenna terminal equipment. C—— Outlet 
box containing device to prevent receiver 
interaction. D—Coaxial conductor trans- 
mission line in conduit prevents noise 
pick-up or other interference. E—Ampli- 
fier. F — Individual radio receivers. 
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How 

All eyes are on stainless. 

But many are frankly puzzled by the 

multiplicity of types and grades and names 

of stainless steels. 

How to select the specific Stainless Steel 

to meet a specific requirement? That is the 

puzzle for many an architect eager to 

use this new and versatile material. 

Illinois Steel Company manufactures a 

comprehensive series of Stainless Steels. 

One of these steels is the one you are seek- 

ing. One of them has the physical and 
metallurgical properties you need. Which 

one? Our engineers will be glad to consult 

with you, study your problem, and present 

Sliwis Steel Company 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

7 u 

RIES NITED 

rchitecturai Record, March, 1933 

STATES STEEL 

STAINLESS AND HEAT 

RESISTING STEELS 
CHROMIUM-NICKEL ALLOY STEELS ARE PRODUCED UNDER LICENSES OF THE CHEMICAL FOUNDATION, INC.. 

TO FIND THE ONE STAINLESS STEEL 

THAT BEST MEETS YOUR NEEDS 

conclusive evidence as to the particular 

grade of USS Stainless Steel which is ideal 

for your applications. 

Here’s USS 18-8, for instance 

Asteel of unusual resistance 

to corrosion attack, yet one 

which is also inherently 

amenable to virtually every 

mode of working known to 

the metal workers’ art. It 

may be forged, pierced, 

rolled, drawn into finest 

wire, spun, deep drawn, ma- 

chined, welded, and may be 

polished to a beautiful lustre 

which remains untarnished 

even 1n MOISC alr. 

USS 18-8 is practically 

non-magnetic and is austen- 
itic, hence highly ductile. 

While USS 18-8 is ex- 

tremely versatile, there are 

certain applications in which 

one of the other USS Strain- 

less Steels may better meet 

your requirements. 

There is a USS Stainless 

Steel to meet every require- 

ment. 

Ferritic Austenitic 
USS12&12Z USS 18-8 

USS17 USS 18-12 
USS 27 USS 25-12 

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH, PA 

ORPORAT 

NEW YORK. AND FRIED. KRUPP A G. OF GERMANY 



WAGE SCALES IN THE BUILDING TRADES 
Information Furnished by National Association of Builders Exchanges and Compiled by Division of Statistics and Research, 

F. W., Dodge Corporation, as of February 15, 1933 
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Akron $1.00 $1.25 #45 $8.70 W.70 W755 WI $0.60 $0.60 $0.40 *$0 875280.65 “$1.00 $0.6252 $0.85 S080 BW.S0 SUSU $0.85 °$1.25 “$1.25 "SO 

125 1.30 Ww 60 35 25 100 30 Ww) 1.00 
Atlanta 1.00 1.40 45 70 1.25 1.10 1.00 1.85 1.25 35 1.25 75 1.25 45 1.25 SO SO 1.00 1.25 1.25 1.25 

20 

Baltimore 1.1249 *1.25 1.00 “1.00 *1.25 "165 *1.65 32) *1.50 *90 °1.25 1.00 *1.00 1.00 100 *L12', *%1 25 1.25 1.25 

Boston 1.25 *1.30 70 AZ 1.17% 41 » “120 *1.20 7091.25) 1.12%) 1.37% 995 91.25 O1.1749 91.05 1.1749 °1.25 °1.30 °1.30 *%9 

30 

Buffalo 1.12% *1.25 "1.00 = 1.1242,°130 1.00 1.12%: 1.12%. .60 1.12, *1.00 125 1.25 85 1.10 1.10 1.25 1.25 °1.18%; 

1.25 ons " ae - See recta - 
Chicago 1.3714 *1.3712 "1.31% 1.31% 1.50 1.31'4 1.31% 1.35 82)5 *1.374_°1.41 813712 8834 1.37'2 1.3742 1.40 1.37% 1.37! 1.37% 1.37! 

; S80 
Cincinnati* 1.15 1.37'9 70 1.20 1.02/2_1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 45 131%, 1.10 1.37 70 1.25 92'5 1.07 1.0 1.25 12 125 

- 1.05 
Cleveland*... 1.1744 1.37% a2 11249 1.12%, 25 1.12 1.25 1.25 a2 1374 1.1242 13 72 1.25 115 1.37 1.124, 125 1.37! 1.25 

Columbus. . . 1.00 1.30 .624¢ 1.00 80 1.00 1.15 125 1.25 40 1.00 sO 100 62'. 100 80 1.00 sO 1.00 1.30 125 

Dallastt 10.50 10.00 50 800 1000 *11.00 1000 10.00 1000 35 1000 8.00 *1000 ° 50 2.00 8.00 900 *10.00 12.00 10.00 *12.0¢ 

Dayton®.......... 1.25 1.30 30. 061.00 «115 ~~ «(21.50 25 135 1.35 35.2110 1.00 1.25 80. 1.15'y 85) 0 1.00 1.00 Li5'g 1.30) 1.50 
12.00 6.50 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 4.00 7.00 7.00 2.00 

Denvertt.... 9.00 *13.00 7.00 1000 1100 11.00) 10.00 1100 11.00 500 1100 *1000 1200 7.00 11.00 8.00 8.00 9.00 950 13.00 W050 

Des Moines 1.00 1.25 65 100 100 1.00 1.00 100 1.00 55 1.00 1.00 125 75 1.25 1.12%9 1.1242 1.124, 1.25 1.50 125 

7 55 80 70. «125 60 100 1.00 50 sO 1.00 701.00 70 80 sO 6125 «1.250100 
DN cnsasieans 1.3749 1.25 max. .60 1.00 ow) 1.40 1.00 1.20 1.25 55 1.3742 1.00 125 80 1.50 w 1.00 1.00 1.50 1.50 125 4 

.35 wh) 75 35 i} 
EE 1.10 45 85 83 90 SO 80 90 45 85 80 1.10 70 95 70 70 sO 95 1.10 1.25 4 

80 50 25 7 100 60 «1.10 75 Ww 60 
este ea aa 90 1.31% 60 1.00 100 *1.15 1 12% 90 1.1244 5) 1.1249 ”) 1.31, .60 1 1834 70 1.00 100 “1.188, 1.31% 1.00 

65 
Grand Rapids 80 1.25 40 60 65 90 75 SO 100 35 .80 60 80 40 90 50 70 70 00 1.25 1.25 

Houston 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 9 1.00 0 1.00 62'>o 1.00 75 60 1.00 10O)) 6100 1 4 Ww 

40 .60 
ludianapolis. 1.3249 1.62! 90 1.2249 11749 150) 1.37} 145145 45 1.3744 1.25 1.5749 1.00 1.00 90 1.2744 12249 150 162%, 1.50 
Kansas City. 105 1.32%, 80 1.1249 11244 150 1.121, 1124 1.124% .70 1.25 1.12% 1324 .80 = 1.25 9214 92%y 1.1249 1.25 L.i2'y 1.25 
Los Angelestt 10.00 8.00 600 700 800 700 800 100 1000 400 1000 7.00 900 6») 900 700 700 8)? 10 Rw 600 

— mites gate 30 
Louisville 1.12% 1.25 50 80 100 100 100 100 1.00 83 1.1244 .90 1.00 50 1.12'9 .50 85 85 1.12% 1.25 1.00 

o i soe ‘ecient ce : : — ‘ 
a) 

Memphis 1.00 1.3719 50 50 50 100 10 75 75 20 1.00 75 1.25 50 1.25 40 1.124% 1.1249 °1.25 1.37% 1.25 

Milwaukee 100 1.00 90 85 100 1250 «1.15 1.05 1.05 a) 1.00 1.00 1.00 90 1.00 100 9242 .92'y 1.00 1.00 1.00 

3 7 55 75 45 5 

Minneapolis 1.06% 1.10 -65 85 85 9.80 W w) 45 85 80 1.10 70 95 .70 70 80 95 1.10 1.25 65 

Nashville. . 1.00 §=1.00 65 1.00 30 1.00 SU 1 00 30 100 65 65 65 1.00 00 1.25 

is 7) 80 801.1654 50 80 50 a 
New Haven* 1.40 65 106'4 140 1.00 2714 137% 1.37%) 60 127'5 100 1.40 65 10644 .65 150 1.06'4 1.06'4 1.40 1.40 

: 65 5 35 75 100 v0 1.05 
New Orleans SO 1.25 85 75 1.00 l 25 1.25 1.25 1.25 50 1.25 0 25 15 1.25 40 1.15 90 1.25 1.50 1.25 

New York Citytt.. 11.20 13.20 8 80 120 cll 20 12.20) 13.20 11.20 13.20 6.60 11.20 1120) 12.00 8.0 ¢12.00 10.28 12.62 11.20 11.20 13.20 11.50 

Oaklandtt 6.40 9.00 5.60 7.20 7.20 8.00 900 7 20 +60 400 800 7 00 8.80 6.00 8.00 709 700 7.50 9.00 9.00 8.00 

6.00 6.00 ins 700, scien a ve 

Oklahoma Citytt 8.00 8.00 4.00 8 00 8 00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 3.50 80) 8 OO 80 4.00 80 6.00 6.00 8.00 8.00 11.00 

Omaha 132 1.00 45 80 90 1.00 1.00 90 90 55 100 sO 1.00 45 1.00 7244 874g .87'_ 1.00 00 1.00 

“a 125 1.00 5 : 
Philadelphia. 10049 1.50 35 1.00 1.05 125 1 18! 4 137% 1.37% 40 = 1.379 80 *1374g .90 1.04 1.00 1.25 1.25 04 1.25 125 

i $7 2 ae —_ 

Pittsburgh "150 *1.50 *1.25 "1564 143% °1 3ihe 1 3749 10 «=*150 *1.1834 °1.50 150 °1.25 °1.50 °1.3144°1.50 °1.40 1.333, 

a 640 7 
Portland, Ore. tt 800 *1200 480 7.20 *7 20 *8.00 9.60 6 80 8 80 7.20 *880 704 °9.60 °7.20 °8.80 7.20 10.00 °8.00 *°8.80 *10.00 10.00 ¢ 

0 

Reading 80 90 .75 75 8 75 _ 35 73 0 85 75 90 80 80 90 75 90 

60 29 35 to 
Richmond 65 125 40 9:11.00 80 125 _—i1=.50 150 50 1.25 190 80 1.00 100 = =1.90 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.25 

Rochester 101% 112 *90 "1.1249 *1.15'9_ 1.00 .80-*1.00 .80-1.00 55 1.00 *100 °%1.12'% “1.17% °.90 *.90 90 91.1746 91.1249 “1.12% 

6 50 
Salt Lakett 7.20 920 6244 9) 1.00 100 1 00 1.00 1.00 1.5) 1.25 99 1.25 804% 1.00 90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.1244 800 { 

600 6600 2.00 200 3.00 400 400 175 5.00 1.50 4.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 
San Antonioftt 1000 10.00 3.00 7.00 8.00 900 8.00 450 10.00 2.50 7.00 7.00 8.00 3.00 8.00 600 8.00 1000 8.00 10.00 10.00 

San Francisco . 640 900 7.00 7.20 7.20 900 9.00 9.60 5.00 8.00 7.00 8.80 7.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.20 8 00 8.00 

Seattlett ‘ 8.00 9.60 5.28 7.20 7.20 *°8.80 8 00 8.00 880 4.75 °8.80 °7.20 960 6.40 °8.80 7.20 7.20 8.00 8.80 960 8.00 

i 40 -60 -50 -60 60 
Sioux City... . 90 150 1.00 75 1.00 1.00 1.00 60 -90 90 1.15 1.00 1.00 1.00 90 1.25 1.00 

1.35- 

St. Louis..... 1.25 1.50 1.00 1.25 1.31% 1.6742 1.47 1.47 1.47 7834 1.25 1.25 1.50 106% = 1.4334 1.1749 1.25 1.25 1.433% 1.25 1.25 2 
i a 7 7 ea a 

St. Paul 1.18 1.10 85 85 90 80 90 90 45 85 80 1.10 .70 95 .70 70 .80 95 1.10 1.25 

50 oe aes > 7 nites : 

Washington, D.C.*150 175 7 "1.3742 125 = °1.65 = =°1.3715 «91.65 °1.65 75 91.6249 91.37 91.75) 0 *.75 91.50 9 91.3716 91.3714 91.50 71.50 91.25 91.50 
' 75 3 40 40 50 30 40 40 20 50 30. .60..-—~«.25 50.0 0ti«i«COSC~“‘<i«‘ TS C«i«“SCSC*«CO 

W ichita ; 60 1 25 40 75 1 00 8716 .75 1.00 1.00 40 1.25 8714 1.25 iO 1.00 1.00 100 1.00 1.12% 1.25 1.00 

Youngstowntt . ._*1.374412.00 6.80 10.00 9.00 11.00 10.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 10.00 12.00 6.80 11.00 10.20 10.00 ~ 10.00 

NOTE.—Where two figures are shown they are the minimum and maximum 
e Correction. Asterisk after city indicates all trades on five-day week bas 

All figures are for hour rates except as indicated 
is 

tt8-hour day. tRate per hour. *On 5-day week basis 

ABOVE DATA ARE WAGE SCALES AND DO NOT NECESSARILY INDICATE ACTUAL WAGE RATES BEING PAID IN THE RESPECTIVE TRADES. 
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ANACONDA 

COPPER, BRASS 

and BRONZE 

used 

exclusively 

in 

ROCKEFELLER 

CENTER 

Architects: Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux. 

N the monumental RCA Building and in the other 

11 units of Rockefeller Center . . .“the greatest 

private development in America”... Anaconda Copper, 

Brass and Bronze serve many useful and ornamen- 

tal purposes. 

Anaconda 85* Red-Brass Pipe for hot and cold water, 

heating and air conditioning lines provides maximum 

durability. Plain and lead-coated Anaconda copper, 

tor roof metal work and signs, assures long life. 

Anaconda extruded architectural bronze and nickel 

silver lend a note of richness to the store fronts, en- 

trances, elevator doors and the like . . . as do nickel 

silver strips in the terrazzo flooring. The radiators, too, 

are made of Anaconda Copper — small, compact, effi- 

cient. And mile upon mile of electrical wires, and 

cables .. . all Anaconda. 

What more can we say about Anaconda Copper, 

Brass and Bronze, than that they meet every quality re- 

quirement of Rockefeller Center! The American Brass 

Company, General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut. 
*Trade-mark ‘'85"’ Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

ANAGON pA 
from mine to consumer 

all il 

Th: Architectural Record, March, 1933 

ANACONDA COPPER AND BRASS 
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A Prize for Beauty 

and Praise for Durability 
Here is what Mr. Fuller writes about his house 
for which he was awarded the Certificate of honor 
by the Southern California Chapter of The Amer- 
ican Institute of Architects in 1930: 

“The use of Cabot’s Old Virginia White and Cabot's 

Creosote Shingle Stain was I believe instrumental in 
producing the charm which lead the jury to make this 
award. 

“The building is now about three years old and the 
surfaces are as well preserved and in as good con- 
dition as when newly finished. I am very well pleased 
with the finish and durability of your products and 
specify them at every opportunity.” 

Whether the house you are building is brick, stone, 
stucco or wood, Cabot’s Collopakes and Cabot’s 
Creosote Stains will give it a beautiful and durable 
finish. Write us for full information about Cabot’s 
Old Virginia White, DOUBLE-WHITE, Gloss 
Collopakes, Interior Flat Collopakes and Stains. 

Residence at Los Angeles, California. Leland F. Fuller, A.1.A 
Architect and Owner. Cabot's Old Virginia White on side walls 
DOUBLE-WHITE on exterior brick, Cabot's Creosote Shingle 

and Wood Stains (Dark Blue) on roof. 

Cabot’s Collopakes 
Modern Scientific Colors for Every Paint Use 

Chemists Vanufacturing 

wh. 0 heh: 141 Milk Street 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS lac 

Please send me Color Card and full description of Cabot’s 
Stains and Collopakes. 

Name 

Address 
AR-3-3 

30 

NEGRO HOUSING FOR RICHMOND, VA. 
By ALFRED KASTNER, Architect 

ments will be $1.15 each and $2.05 for tools, etc 

In the meantime an architect has been interested 

in this development, has studied the site and 

working up a plan of spotting it with houses \s 

an architect, this man has accepted the responsibil 

ity of this housing problem as a dcector accepts t] 

responsibility of a problem of public health. Te¢ 
knows that just as the doctor in a community 

ndireetly responsible tor the standard of health 

he as an architect should guard standards of hous 

ing. It is his business. He theretore meets thi 

nidividual prospects and acquaints himselt wit 

their special problems in a protessional mannet 

Knowing that he has to work toward = standat 

limnensions, he readily pomts out the limitation 

involved, but knowing also that he can develo; 

hundreds of variations of plans within the simpl 

rectangular space, he can provide for the specia 

needs of each fanuly and for the whims of pat 

ticular housewives Plate 2 shows variations ot 

such a standard plan and Plate 1 shows the build 
ing elements which can be assembled by unskille 

labor. Flexible partitions permit the house to be 

readily altered should the owner get tired of his 

original choice or should family changes warrant 

it. Extensions to the house also are easily pos 
sible later on by purchasing the necessary wall 

root and partition units 

By studying the latest industrial development 

these units, the architect has found out that put 

ting two houses hack to back, he can assemble 250 

double houses for $2,000 each, or $1,000 per resi 

dence. Of this, S7OO* is for materials and skilled 

labor, $15 per house, architectural and supervising 

fee, and the remaining $285 is for wages for uw 

skilled labor including the overheads and_ profits 

on those wages Similar to the street contract 

$285 is deducted for the members’ work, the bal 

ance of the architect's fee not being due until the 

completion of the project, $700 per residence 

left to be negotiated for mortgages, a total o 

$350,000 with an almost adequate equity rat 
During these negotiations the work has not 

stopped. The Cooperative members, divided int 
gangs, have made an inventory of the trees an 

shrubs which can be preserved. Under the supet 
vision of the architect they are now protecting thet 
from possible damage during the expected building 
period. They grade one place for parking, othet 
for the storage of expected building material an 

build a first aid room. In fact everything is mad 

ready. This work will take approximately tw 
more months at half time, the financial charg 

tor the two months are again $2.30 per membe 

and $4.10 for tools, ete. 

\s soon as the mortgage is obtained the work o 

the houses is begun. Of course, the manu factut 

*During November, 1932, New York newspapers advertised cor 
plete 3-piece bathrooms for $49.50 excluding installation, and co 
plete oil heaters at $2.50 Both are retail prices and inclu 
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There can be no shrinkage of floor joists 

with the J & L Steel and Concrete Floor Sys- 

tem. It forms a rigid, vibrationless base for 

framing of any material. Iteliminatestrouble- 

some and costly repairs necessitated by the 

shrinkage that occurs invariably when 

wooden floor joists are used. It is also fire- 

resistant and vermin-proof. 

The added structural soundness of the en- 

J&L 

tire house enhances investment values. The 

simplicity and the absence of technical re- 

strictions make J & L Junior Beam Floors 

practical and economical for low-cost resi- 

dences, as well as for more pretentious 

homes and all light-occupancy buildings. 

An illustrated book which tells how Junior 

Beam Floors are laid out and installed will be 

sent on request—no obligation on your part. 

Other J & L Construction Products: Steel Pipe, Bars for Concrete Reinforcement, 

Standard Structural Shapes, Light Weight Channels, Wire Nails, Steel Piling. 

JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION 
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL WoRKS 

JONES & LAUGHLIN BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
Sales Offices Atlante Boston Buffalo Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland Dallas Detroit Erie Los Angeles 

Memphis Milwaukee New Orleans New York Philedelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis San Francisco 

Warehouses CHICAGO CINCINNATI DETROIT MEMPHIS NEW ORLEANS PITTSBURGH 

Canadien Representatives: JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S. A., and Toronto, Ont., Cansde 
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vated buildings than any other 
service in the market. Such popu- 

HOW 

REALLY 

TO 

RENOVIZE 

Washrooms 

Recommend and install the up- 
to-date A. P. W. Onliwon Wash- 

room Service. It’s the last word 
in sanitation. The complete ser- 
vice of A. P. W. Onliwon Tissue 

and Towels is now being installed 
in more new and recently reno- 

larity and acceptance are accorded 
A. P. W. Onliwon Tissue and Tow- 
els because they are exactly what 
tenants need and prefer. Quality 
products. And economical, too. 
Furthermore, the neat and ser- 
viceable A. P. W. Cabinets and 
Fixtures will spruce up the ap- 
pearance of any washroom, en- 
hance the building’s rental values. 
For all your remodeling specifica- 
tions, you should have a complete 
catalogue of A. P. W. Cabinets 
and Fixtures. Send for it today. 
Free. Just clip the coupon below 

and mail to A. P. W. Paper Co., 
Albany, N. Y. 

Pioneers for Cleanliness since 1877 

TRADE-MARK REGISTERED IN U 8S. PATENT OFFICE 

AR-3-33 

A. P. W. Paper Co., Albany, N. Y. 

Please send me the latest and complete cata- 

logue of A. P. W. Cabinets and Fixtures. 

of the industrial units will take some time, but 

this time is utilized to dig the foundations, pour 
the concrete, allow it to cure. 

Che members of the Cooperative by now have 

undergone many experiences formerly strange to 
them and are following more eagerly the different 

moves and schedules, for they see their own labor 

invested in their own product. This spirit is a 
new element for the former slum dweller. It pro 

vides him with something he cannot get if he moves 

casually from one quarter to another—the growing 

interest in his homestead, the factor determining 

the future community. Let us presume another 
month has passed and again examine his financial 

status. For this month he owes for land and im 
provements $1.15, for the interest on the new and 

final mortgage (6 per cent on $700 is annually 

$42) $3.50, together $4.65 

The next month the building material arrives at 

a nearby railroad station. The transport to the 

site, the unpacking and the distribution of the 

factory units, and the setting up of the fitted parts 

begin. P'ate 3 shows these various operations 
graphically. The men in black overalls symbolize 

mechanics working full time paid by the contractor, 

those in white overalls 250 unskilled laborers (500 

Cooperative members divided into special gangs 

working half time because they must earn their 

living hesides), the tools shown are to be put 

chased, and remain the property of the Coopera 

tive for future work. The ratio of this difference 

in work is important because it illustrates the most 

important point of this proposal: the valuation of 
labor as equity. That is, all three, the land, the 

labor and the capital being equally necessary, since 
nothing would result if one of those factors were 

missing, it ts quite logical that money could be 

horrowed upon each factor. If mortgages can he 

loaned upon land as security in proportion of on 

third, or upon capital in the same proportion, then 
it is just to borrow it upon labor, provided the total 
operation is within the same ratio. 

Let us examine how the different factors stand 

in our budget. We purchased the land. This cost 
$150, of which we own $20, or a little less than 

one seventh. This land has been improved with 
$150 worth of equipment in the form of streets 
and utilities to which we contributed $50 in labor 

The total land is now worth $300 on which our 

share is $70, or a little less than one fourth. The 
houses cost $1,000 each of which we contribute 

$285 in labor. The total value is now $1,300 of 

which our share is $355, a fraction less than one 

third. One third is considered a sound equity. 
The missing fraction we have also produced, 

and more, because we invested our labor in an 
organized way, thus promising a_ well-organized 
community. Upon completion* our development 
gives promise to hecome a garden city—made pos- 

sible by participation of the home owner. 

*The erecting and finishing of all buildings will take more than 
six months because this too is done on half time. But 250 buildings 
will be set up after two months and without beine finished: thev 
will be ready to accommodate all families, two families in each 
house temporarily subdividing it and sharing the kitchen and bath 
After the remaining houses are completed. all families move to 
those, allowing the former unfinished houses to be completed 
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